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We introduce ISO-Space, an annotation
specification for capturing spatial and spa-
tiotemporal information in natural lan-
guage. We discuss many of the issues
found in spatial language and show how
ISO-Space aims to address these prob-
lems. ISO-Space is an emerging resource
that is still in its early stages of develop-
ment. We describe the genres of text that
will be used in a pilot annotation study, in
order to refine and enrich the specification
language.
1 Motivation and Problem Definition
Natural languages are filled with particular con-
structions for talking about spatial information, in-
cluding spatially anchored events, locations that
are described in relation to other locations, and
movement along a path. While representing and
reasoning about spatial information has recently
received ample attention, particularly from the
qualitative reasoning community, that work of-
ten overlooks the complexity that language brings
to the problem. In fact, establishing tighter for-
mal specifications of the relationship between lan-
guage and space has proved to be a considerable
challenge. In this paper, we propose an annotation
framework called ISO-Space that aims to be such
a specification. ISO-Space incorporates the an-
notations of static spatial information, borrowing
from the SpatialML scheme (MITRE, 2007; Mani
et al., 2008), along with a new markup language
called Spatiotemporal Markup Language (STML)
(Pustejovsky and Moszkowicz, 2008) that focuses
on locating events in space.
The name “ISO-Space” is used in particular be-
cause this markup language is being developed
within the ISO TC37/SC4 technical subcommit-
tee on language resource management as part six
of the Semantic Annotation Framework, where the
goal is to create a new standard for capturing spa-
tial and spatiotemporal information.
In previous analyses of spatial information, it
has been assumed that language makes use of a
relatively simple inventory of terms in order to de-
scribe spatial information. In approaches such as
these, the principal burden of explanation is lo-
cated within non-linguistic formalisms, but such
characterizations are ill-suited for dealing with the
extreme flexibility of spatial language as used in
real contexts.
There are many applications and tasks which
would benefit from a robust spatial markup lan-
guage such as ISO-Space. These include:
• Building a spatial map of objects relative to
one another.
• Reconstructing spatial information associ-
ated with a sequence of events.
• Determining object location given a verbal
description.
• Translating viewer-centric verbal descrip-
tions into other relative descriptions or abso-
lute coordinate descriptions.
• Constructing a route given a route descrip-
tion.
• Constructing a spatial model of an interior or
exterior space given a verbal description.
• Integrating spatial descriptions with informa-
tion from other media.
To this end, the goal of ISO-Space is not to pro-
vide a formalism that fully represents the com-
plexity of spatial language, but rather to capture
these complex constructions in text to provide an
inventory of how spatial information is presented
in natural language. The framework is built on
previous and ongoing work on annotations for spa-
tial, temporal, and spatiotemporal information, but
we also follow the MATTER cycle as described in
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(Pustejovsky, 2006) and illustrated below in Fig-
ure 1. Following that strategy, we aim to look fre-
quently at real text and adjust the specification of
ISO-Space accordingly after several rounds of an-
notation.
(1) Model
(2) Annotate (3) Train
(4) Test
(5) Evaluate(6) Revise
Figure 1: MATTER Development Cycle
In this paper, we first describe the semantic re-
quirements for the annotation language, and then
discuss the structure of the annotation framework.
We then outline the basic elements of the current
version of ISO-Space, followed by explicit exam-
ples of how these elements are used for markup.
We briefly discuss our strategy of corpus-driven
development of the specification, and conclude
with remaining issues and outstanding questions
of interpretation.
2 Semantic Requirements for Annotation
We follow the ISO CD 24612 Language resource
management - Linguistic Annotation Framework
proposed standard, in making a fundamental dis-
tinction between the concepts of annotation and
representation (Ide and Romary, 2004). This dis-
tinction is reflected in the current development of
ISO-Space, where we are taking great care to dis-
tinguish between an abstract syntax and a con-
crete syntax. While the concrete syntax is exem-
plified by a specific XML encoding, for example,
the abstract syntax defines the model and the struc-
tures constituting the information about space, di-
rections, and movement that may be contained in
annotations. The abstract syntax consists of a con-
ceptual inventory (Bunt and Pustejovsky, 2010)
and a set of syntactic rules defining the combi-
nations of these elements. While still in develop-
ment, it is clear that the conceptual inventory for
spatial language annotation must include (at least)
the following notions:
• Locations (regions, spatial objects): Geo-
graphic, Geopolitical Places, Functional Lo-
cations.
• Entities viewed as Spatial Objects.
• Paths as Objects: routes, lines, turns, arcs
• Topological relations: inside, connected, dis-
connected.
• Direction and Orientation: North, down-
stream.
• Time and space measurements: units and
quantities for spatial and temporal concepts.
• Object properties: intrinsic orientation, di-
mensionality, size, shape.
• Frames of reference: absolute, intrinsic, rela-
tive.
• Spatial Functions: behind the building,
twenty miles from Boulder.
• Motion: tracking moving objects over time.
It is these concepts which are specified set-
theoretically in the abstract syntax, and for which
a formal semantics must be provided (Bunt and
Romary, 2002). In the present paper, however,
we focus mainly on general characteristics and re-
quirements for an annotation language of spatial
information and hence, we will have little to say
regarding the semantics.
We will refer to constructions that make explicit
reference to the spatial attributes of an object or
spatial relations between objects as spatial expres-
sions. Linguists traditionally divide spatial ex-
pressions into at least four grammatically defined
classes:
(1) a. Spatial Prepositions and Particles: on, in,
under, over, up, down, left of;
b. Verbs of position and movement: lean
over, sit, run, swim, arrive;
c. Spatial attributes: tall, long, wide, deep;
d. Spatial Nominals: area, room, center,
corner, front, hallway.
Unlike the fairly well-behaved list of 13 values for
temporal relations in language (as encoded in ISO-
TimeML), spatial prepositions are notoriously am-
biguous and context dependent. Not only are there
vastly more configurations possible between ob-
jects construed as spatial regions, but languages
are idiosyncratic in how spatial information is en-
coded through different linguistic expressions. For
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this reason, we will have to define constraints
that allow for underspecified semantic interpre-
tations for several of the concepts introduced in
our abstract syntax. These will need to communi-
cate with various lexical (Miller, 1995; Fellbaum,
1998; Kipper et al., 2006) and spatial ontological
resources (Frank, 1997; Bateman et al., 2010), in
order to help disambiguate and more fully deter-
mine the semantics of relation types from the spec-
ification (Grenon and Smith, 2004).
3 The Annotation Framework
ISO-Space is designed to capture two kinds of in-
formation: spatial information and spatiotempo-
ral information. To accomplish this, we bring to-
gether three existing resources, as shown below in
Figure 2.
ISO-Space
Based on SpatialML with 
an emphasis on properties 




Based on TimeML and 
STML with an emphasis on 
locating events in space
Spatial 
Information
Figure 2: ISO-Space Components
There has been considerable research on the lin-
guistic behavior of spatial predicates and preposi-
tions in language (Talmy, 1983; Jackendoff, 1983;
Herskovits, 1986; Boas, 2001; Cappelle and De-
clerck, 2005). Within qualitative spatial reasoning
(QSR), work has recently started to focus on incor-
porating mereo-topological concepts into the cal-
culus of relations between regions (Randell et al.,
1992; Herring et al., 1994; Egenhofer et al., 1994;
Kurata and Egenhofer, 2007).
The focus of SpatialML is to mark up spatial
locations mentioned in texts while allowing in-
tegration with resources that provide information
about a given domain, such as physical feature
databases and gazetteers. The core SpatialML
tag is the PLACE tag, which includes attributes
type (country, continent, populated place, build-
ing, etc.), gazref (a reference to a gazetteer en-
try), and LatLong (a latitude and longitude pair).
Complex locations such as Pacific coast of Aus-
tralia and the hot dog stand behind Macy’s are an-
notated using the LINK and RLINK tags, respec-
tively, encoding topological and relative relations
between places.
SpatialML is one of the cornerstones of ISO-
Space, but it needs to be extended to account for
more of the complexity of spatial language. Most
notably, SpatialML was not designed to capture
implicit places such as the one described by the
phrase behind Macy’s rather than the more com-
plete example the hot dog stand behind Macy’s.
In addition to capturing implicit spatial infor-
mation, ISO-Space will include additional proper-
ties of locations such as orientation and metric re-
lations between objects, the shape of an object, the
size of an object, elevation, granularity, aggregates
and distributed objects, and objects in motion.
One of the most important aspects of the new
framework is to deal with the full range of verbal
descriptions of spatial relations. Spatial relations
as expressed in language employ a combination of
five parameters of meaning:
• topological: in, inside, touching, outside;
• orientational (with frame of reference): be-
hind, left of, in front of;
• topo-metric: near, close by;
• topological-orientational: on, over, below;
• metric: 20 miles away
The other components of ISO-Space, STML and
TimeML/ISO-TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2005;
Pustejovsky et al., 2010), bring in the spatio-
temporal dimension. This dimension is captured
by introducing spatial events, most specifically by
annotating motions. The Spatio-Temporal Markup
Language proposes a set of motion classes based
on the classifications by (Muller, 1998), see Ta-
ble 1.
Move run, fly, drive
Move External drive around, pass
Move Internal walk around the room
Leave leave, desert
Reach arrive, enter, reach
Detach take off, pull away
Hit land, hit
Follow follow, chase
Deviate flee, run from
Stay remain, stay
Table 1: The ten motion classes from STML
The meanings for each of these classes will
correspond to a semantic interpretation of motion
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concepts specified in the abstract syntax, as men-
tioned above.
4 The Elements of ISO-Space
There are two major types of elements distin-
guished in ISO-Space:
1. ENTITIES: location, spatial entity, motion,
event, path;
2. SPATIAL RELATIONS: topological, orienta-
tional, and distance.
Note that in other annotation levels, events and
motions may be considered relations. In ISO-
Space though, they are considered elements that
can be spatially related.
Along with these two main classes, there are
some minor elements, such as spatial signals, de-
scribed below. In the discussion that follows, we
discuss these elements in more detail, beginning
with the entities. Note that all ISO-Space tags in-
clude a mandatory id attribute so that they can be
referred to by other parts of the annotation. This
tag is omitted in the discussion that follows.
Location. An inherently grounded spatial en-
tity, a location includes geospatial entities such as
countries, mountains, cities, rivers, etc. It also in-
cludes classificatory and ontological spatial terms,
such as edge, corner, intersection, and so forth.
The attributes for the LOCATION tag are largely
inherited from SpatialML’s PLACE element. For
example, for those locations that have known lati-
tude and longitude values, the latLong attribute
must be used to allow for mapping to other re-
sources such as Google Maps. New to ISO-Space
is the Document Creation Location or DCL. This is
a special location that serves as the “narrative loca-
tion”. If the document includes a DCL, it is gener-
ally specified at the beginning of the text, similarly
to the manner in which a Document Creation Time
(DCT) is specified in ISO-TimeML. If a location
is the DCL, this is marked with a special attribute
in the annotation of the location. The following
list is a sample of some of the vetted LOCATION
attributes:
- type: BODYOFWATER, CIVIL, CONTINENT,
COUNTRY, LATLONG, MNT, MTS, POSTAL-
CODE, POSTBOX, PPL, PPLA, PPLC, RGN,
ROAD,
- latlong
- dcl: true, false
The values for the type attribute are identical
to the values from the SpatialML PLACE tag, ex-
cept that VEHICLE and FAC (facility) were elimi-
nated since these are now annotated with the SPA-
TIAL ENTITY tag, described next.
We are pragmatic on whether there should be
a distinction between place, location and region.
Region, as a geometric concept, is currently not
a first-class citizen in ISO-Space. The LOCATION
element covers both locations and places (where a
place is considered a functional category), and is
assumed to be associated with a region whenever
appropriate. We do acknowledge however that in
some cases locations are mapped to lines instead
of regions.
Spatial entity. An entity that is not inherently
a LOCATION, but one which is identified as par-
ticipating in a spatial relation is tagged as a SPA-
TIAL ENTITY. It can be an entity such as a car
or building or an individual like John. It can also
be an event-like entity like traffic jam or hurri-
cane. A SPATIAL ENTITY is only annotated in
the context of an explicit spatial relation. Each
SPATIAL ENTITY inherently defines a location and
can be the location for other spatial entities, as in
John is in the car. This raises the issue of whether
entities like building in The statue is in the build-
ing are annotated as locations or spatial entities.
We resolve this by stipulating that these entities
are never annotated as locations but always as spa-
tial entities, even in a case like the president is in
the building.
Like LOCATION, SPATIAL ENTITY has a type
attribute with the following possible values: FAC,
VEHICLE, PERSON, and DYNAMIC EVENT.
Motion. A MOTION is an inherently spatial
event, involving a change of location. This ele-
ment is identified in ISO-TimeML as an EVENT,
but, given the spatiotemporal importance of these
events, they are annotated in ISO-Space with at-
tributes that are specific to the requirements of the
present specification language; e.g., whether the
event is a manner-of-motion or path predicate. In-
teroperability of the two specification languages
should allow this element to be unified with the
event attributes from ISO-TimeML, while retain-
ing the attributes from ISO-Space as extensions.
Motions generate and participate in
EVENT PATH elements (see below). They
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also have the additional attributes motion type
and motion class, where the former allows
the distinction between path and manner pred-
icates and where the latter includes one of the
STML motion classes:
- motion type: MANNER,PATH
- motion class: MOVE, MOVE EXTERNAL,
MOVE INTERNAL, LEAVE, REACH, DETACH,
HIT, FOLLOW, DEVIATE, STAY
- speed
Event. An EVENT is a situation that does not in-
volve a change of location, but one which is iden-
tified as participating in a spatial relation. This
element is also inherited from ISO-TimeML, with
additional attributes identified for ISO-Space such
as typewith values STATE, PROCESS, and TRAN-
SITION.
Note that some ISO-TimeML events are actu-
ally annotated as spatial entities in ISO-Space.
For example, in The new tropical depression was
about 430 miles (690 kilometers) west of the
southernmost Cape Verde Island, the phrase trop-
ical depression is annotated as a spatial entity, but
ISO-TimeML has annotated it as an event.
The adoption of the ISO-TimeML EVENT el-
ement is predicated on the ability to extend the
ISO-TimeML definition. For ISO-Space purposes,
the definition of event may need to be enriched,
but this does not necessarily have to be an ISO-
TimeML responsibility.
Event path. The implicit path that is introduced
by virtue of a motion event is captured with the
EVENT PATH tag. It is defined by the motion event
as well as by elements introduced in the immediate
context of the motion event, like begin point, end
point, path region, and intermediate points. The
sourceID attribute holds the ID of the motion
event. When possible the location IDs for the end-
points and a spatial signal ID, if applicable, are
given in the EVENT PATH element, which includes
the following attributes:
- sourceID: motion identifier
- objectID: identifier of the moving object, typ-
ically a spatial entity
- startID: identifier of the entity that is at the
beginning of the path
- endID: identifier of the entity that is at the end
of the path
- end reached: true, false
- midIDs: list of identifiers of midpoints
- path regionID: identifier of a location
- direction: signal id
- length: distance link between the begin and
end point
- signalIDs: list of signal IDs
All of these attributes, except for id and
sourceID can be empty. The end reached
boolean is used to distinguish between cases like
John left for Boston and John arrived in Bosten,
where Boston was reached in the latter case but not
in the former. The path regionID attribute is
motivated by examples like He took I-95 towards
New York, where the event path refers to a path,
but where that path is not to be equated with the
event path or part of the event path.
The remaining ISO-Space tags capture informa-
tion about spatial relations between the entities in-
troduced above.
Qualitative spatial link. A qualitative spatial
link or QSLINK is a topological or relative spatial
relation between locations, spatial entities, events
and motions). It includes the following attributes:
- type: TOPOLOGICAL, RELATIVE
- relation: {RCC8+}, {ORIENTATION}
- locationID: identifier of the entity that is be-
ing related
- related locationID: identifier of entity that is
being related to
- spatial signalID: ssid
The type attribute determines what kind of
relationship is annotated, distinguishing between
topological and relative relations.
A topological QSLINK has a relation value
from the extended RCC8 set which includes all
RCC8 relations such as EC (touching), DC (dis-
connected), and PO (partially overlapping), as
well as the IN relation introduced by SpatialML
which is a disjunction of the RCC8 relations that
imply that one region is contained within the other
(TPP, NTPP, or EQ).
A relative QSLINK is one that essentially de-
fines one region in terms of another and has a
relation value from a closed set with posi-
tion markers and direction markers. Typically,
these markers are normalized versions of func-
tion words or spatial measures in the text. For
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example, if the function word is northwest of,
then the relation for the QSLINK will be NW.
Other examples for relative relations are LEFT OF
and BEHIND. A relative QSLINK is generally
introduced by a spatial signal. The attribute
spatial signalID holds the ID number for
that ISO-Space element.
Distance. A distance link relates two locations,
spatial entities or events and specifies the dis-
tance between them. In addition to the IDs of
the relevant spatial entities, this tag asl includes
measure and unit attributes.
Spatial Signal. Finally, as in ISO-TimeML, we
identify the signal (or trigger) that introduces a re-
lation with the S SIGNAL tag. A spatial signal is
a relation word that locates a state or motion in a
particular region or path, adds information to an
existing event path, or provides information on the
relation type of a spatial relation.
5 Example ISO-Space Annotation
To help illustrate the ISO-Space elements intro-
duced in the previous section, we will now look at
specific natural language examples of spatial de-
scriptions.
A simple diagram is shown in Figure 3, where
the event lives is linked to the location Boston by
a topological spatial link and where the spatial in-
clusion of the event in the location is signaled by
the preposition in.











Figure 3: A simple spatial link
Two examples of sentences with spatial anno-
tation are given in (a) and (b) in Figure 4, using
inline XML to illustrate the use of tags and at-
tributes. Note though that ISO-Space follows the
Linguistic Annotation Format (Ide and Romary,
2003; Ide and Romary, 2004) in requiring stand-
off annotations, the inline XML is only for pur-
poses of exposition.
In Figure 4(a), a spatial entity is related to a lo-
cation by both a topological and a relative spatial
link. This may look odd but it is perfectly fine
since the two relations are not contradictory. How-
ever, guidelines for annotation may stipulate that
when a spatial link like qsl1 is added, then there
is no need to add qsl2 since the DC relation may
be derived from the semantics of WEST.
In 4(b), the moving motion creates an event
path. The EVENT PATH elements keeps a refer-
ence to the motion event in its sourceID at-
tribute. In addition to the source motion, this event
path specifies the moving object and the direction
of the path. If possible, the location identifiers for
begin and end points would have been added as
well as a series of other attributes.
The text in figure 4(c) contains a variety of
events, motions, spatial entities and locations.
Rather than using inline XML we have marked
consuming tags with square brackets and identi-
fiers that specify the type of object. The example
does not include any relations. Most annotations
are relatively straightforward but we want to bring
up a few points.
The noun ship is annotated as a spatial en-
tity because it can be spatially related to the lo-
cation Egyptian port of El Arish, but its mod-
ifier Libyan is not annotated since this particu-
lar property would not help in any spatial infer-
ence. This example brings up an interesting issue
since instead of ship one could also link the event
dockede1 to the location. The idea is that in ISO-
Space both versions would be possible and seman-
tically equivalent given the correct argument link-
ing and event semantics for docked. In general, we
suggest annotating the relation between the event
and the location, except when the event is a cop-
ula.
There is a grey area between events and mo-
tions. For example, is docked a motion that in-
volves a movement or is it an event that is spatially
situated in El Arish? This is an issue that needs to
be resolved in annotation guidelines and the an-
swer depends on the goal of the annotation. Sim-
ilarly, the decision to annotate break as a motion
rather than an event is not altogether straightfor-
ward.
The phrase shifted course is an interesting one.
It is a motion but its exact nature is totally un-
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(a) The new tropical depression was about 430 miles (690 kilometers) west of the southernmost Cape Verde Island,
forecasters said.
The new <SPATIAL ENTITY id=”se1”>tropical depression</SPATIAL ENTITY> was about <SIGNAL id=”sig1”>430
miles</SIGNAL> (<SIGNAL id=”sig2”>690 kilometers</SIGNAL>) <SIGNAL id=”sig3”>west</SIGNAL> of the
<LOCATION id=”loc1”>southernmost Cape Verde Island</LOCATION>, forecasters said.
<QSLINK id=”qsl1” type=”relative” entityID=”s1” related locationID=”loc1” relation=”WEST” signalID=”sig3” />
<QSLINK id=”qsl2” type=”topological” entityID=”s1” related locationID=”loc1” relation=”DC” />
<DISTANCE id=”dis1” entityID=”s1” related locationID=”loc1” unit=”mi” measure=”430” signalID=”sig1” />
<DISTANCE id=”dis2” entityID=”s1” related locationID=”loc1” unit=”km” measure=”690” signalID=”sig2” />
(b) The depression was moving westward at about 17 mph (28 kph)
The <SPATIAL ENTITY id=”se1” type=”dynamic event”>depression</SPATIAL ENTITY> was <MOTION
id=”m1”>moving</MOTION> <SIGNAL id=”sig1”>westward< /SIGNAL> at about <SIGNAL id=”sig2”>17
mph</SIGNAL> (<SIGNAL id=”sig2”>28 kph</SIGNAL>)
<EVENT PATH id=”ep1” source=”m1” direction=”WEST” moving object=”se1” signals=”[sig1]” />
(c) A Libyan [ships1] that tried to [breakm2] Israels [blockades2] of [Gazaloc1] [dockede1] in the [Egyptian port of El
Arishloc2] on Thursday afternoon as the ships sponsor, a son of the Libyan leader, Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi, said that
the [boats3] had [shifted coursem2] because the Israeli government agreed to allow Libya to support [buildinge2] and
[reconstructione3] in [Gazaloc3].
The Libyan [ships4], the Amalthea, [dockede4] five days after [setting offm3] for [Gazaloc4] from [Greeceloc5]. The
[boats5] was [shadowed] and warned off by the [Israeli Navys6], and finally [headed] to [Egypt], where [its7]
[lingered] for a day [just outside the portloc6].
Figure 4: Spatially annotated text from newswire articles
derspecified except that it represents a particular
change with respect to a previous motion; that
is, the new direction is different from the old
one. This suggests that to be complete, ISO-Space
should allow the interpretation of motions to be
dependent on other motions. This is currently not
fleshed out in the specifications.
6 Corpus Driven Development
As ISO-Space aims to account for a wide range
of spatial language phenomena, the development
of a diverse set of corpora is crucial. At a recent
gathering of the ISO-Space working group, five
specific genres were examined as the specification
was vetted and modified. The chosen genres were
written directions, standard newswire, location de-
scriptions, interior descriptions, and travel blogs.
Members of the working group examined multi-
ple selections from each genre with an eye towards
improving the current specification. Excerpts from
each genre are given below.
- Written directions: Take I-66 West to Exit
43A (Gainesville/Warrenton) and proceed
South on Rt. 29 for approximately 10 miles.
- Standard Newswire: A Libyan ship that
tried to break Israels blockade of Gaza
docked in the Egyptian port of El Arish on
Thursday afternoon.
- Location descriptions: Times Square is a
major commercial intersection in the bor-
ough of Manhattan in New York City, at the
junction of Broadway and Seventh Avenue
and stretching from West 42nd to West 47th
Streets.
- Interior descriptions: Sitting on the top of
the bookcase farthest from you is a potted
plant that hangs down almost to the floor.
- Travel blogs: After spending a night with a
family in Managua, my father and I biked for
two days and then took a boat out to a vol-
canic island in the middle of Lake Nicaragua,
Central Americas largest lake.
Standard newswire has previously been the fo-
cus of a number of annotation efforts, includ-
ing TimeML and SpatialML. Two examples of
newswire text were examined (see Figure 4 for a
few excerpts). The complexity of these news sto-
ries has had direct consequences on the ISO-Space
specification (e.g., the need for a SPATIAL ENTITY
tag for entities such as hurricanes).
Another side effect of developing a spatially
rich corpus for ISO-Space is the confirmation that
there is a clear distinction between an annotation
specification and an annotation guideline for a spe-
cific task. This contrast was most apparent with
the inclusion of written directions. The working
group looked at two examples of this kind of text.
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The first, included in the examples above, came
from a conference center website (the site of the
working group meeting). Directions to the center
from two different starting points were provided.
The second example, which was created specifi-
cally for the meeting, gave directions from one lo-
cation on a college campus to another. The tone
of this example was informal, similar to what one
might encounter in an e-mail.
While these examples had a wealth of explicit
locations (e.g., city names, bridges, etc.), they also
frequently contained language such as leave the
office and turn right twice and continue straight
ahead for one mile. However, dealing directly
with imperative events in directions was deemed
an issue for the annotation guidelines rather than
the specification. Instead of adding complexity to
the specification to account for this single genre,
the goal of ISO-Space is to create a robust speci-
fication that can be used for a wide range of spa-
tial language. Specific guidelines for dealing with
written directions will make use of this specifica-
tion by informing annotators how to use the el-
ements of ISO-Space to account for imperative
events. For example, they could be instructed to
paraphrase the directions so that they are given in
more of a narrative format.
By examining several different genres during
the development of ISO-Space, the working group
hopes to ensure that the specification is robust
enough that it can be used for the annotation
of many spatially rich corpora. The annotation
guidelines will detail exactly how the specification
should be used for each genre.
7 Conclusion and Outstanding Issues
In this paper, we have reported on work aimed at
providing a comprehensive foundation for the an-
notation of spatial information in natural language
text. While there are clearly many issues remain-
ing, we have attempted to follow a strict method-
ology of specification development, as adopted by
ISO TC37/SC4 and outlined in (Ide and Romary,
2004) and (Bunt and Romary, 2002), and as im-
plemented with the development of ISO-TimeML
and others in the family of SemAF standards.
Some of the issues which remain unaddressed
in the current document include the following:
• Should orientation be a distinct relation type?
• Should there be a distinction between PATH
and PATH-SEGMENTS, when referring to
parts of a route, for example?
• What granularity or specificity of the qualita-
tive spatial relations is appropriate?
• How should Goal and Intentional Locations
be represented?
a. John left New York for Boston.
b. The plane is on its way to Paris.
• How do we provide for an expressive vocab-
ulary for shapes of objects?
• Do we need a distinction between LOCATION
and PLACE?
• Do we need SPATIAL-FUNCTIONS in order to
refer to ad hoc regions, such as behind the
building, in front of the house?
Many of these issues will most likely be resolved
through the development of annotated corpus frag-
ments, wherein alternative specification proposals
can be tested for expressiveness, coverage, and
ease of annotation. We are currently in the process
of preparing such a corpus, while also developing
the first fragment of a semantics for the abstract
syntax presented here.
It should be noted that the selected corpora are
all from written discourse. Clearly it would be
beneficial to also consider other application areas
including human-human or human-machine dia-
logues, for example car navigation systems, route
planning, map searching, and navigating robots.
In addition, all current corpora used are in English.
In a later stage we will also include corpora from
other languages since the ultimate idea is to have
a multilingual annotation specification.
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Abstract
In this paper we present RTMML, a
markup language for the tenses of verbs
and temporal relations between verbs.
There is a richness to tense in language
that is not fully captured by existing tem-
poral annotation schemata. Following Re-
ichenbach we present an analysis of tense
in terms of abstract time points, with the
aim of supporting automated processing of
tense and temporal relations in language.
This allows for precise reasoning about
tense in documents, and the deduction of
temporal relations between the times and
verbal events in a discourse. We define the
syntax of RTMML, and demonstrate the
markup in a range of situations.
1 Introduction
In his 1947 account, Reichenbach offered an anal-
ysis of the tenses of verbs, in terms of abstract time
points. Reichenbach details nine tenses (see Ta-
ble 1). The tenses detailed by Reichenbach are
past, present or future, and may take a simple, an-
terior or posterior form. In English, these apply to
single verbs and to verbal groups (e.g. will have
run, where the main verb is run).
To describe a tense, Reichenbach introduces
three abstract time points. Firstly, there is the
speech time, S. This represents the point at which
the verb is uttered or written. Secondly, event time
E is the time that the event introduced by the verb
occurs. Thirdly, there is reference time R; this is
an abstract point, from which events are viewed.
In Example 1, speech time S is when the author
created the discourse (or perhaps when the reader
interpreted it). Reference time R is then – an ab-
stract point, before speech time, but after the event
time E, which is the leaving of the building. In this
sentence, one views events from a point in time
later than they occurred.
(1) By then, she had left the building.
While we have rich annotation languages for
time in discourse, such as TimeML1 and TCNL2,
none can mark the time points in this model, or
the relations between them. Though some may
provide a means for identifying speech and event
times in specific situations, there is nothing similar
for reference times. All three points from Reichen-
bach’s model are sometimes necessary to calculate
the information used in these rich annotation lan-
guages; for example, they can help determine the
nature of a temporal relation, or a calendrical ref-
erence for a time. We will illustrate this with two
brief examples.
(2) By April 26th, it was all over.
In Example 2, there is an anaphoric temporal
expression describing a date. The expression is
ambiguous because we cannot position it abso-
lutely without an agreed calendar and a particular
year. This type of temporal expression is inter-
preted not with respect to speech time, but with
respect to reference time (Ahn et al., 2005). With-
out a time frame for the sentence (presumably pro-
vided earlier in the discourse), we cannot deter-
mine which year the date is in. If we are able to set
bounds for R in this case, the time in Example 2
will be the April 26th adjacent to or contained in
R; as the word by is used, we know that the time
is the April 26th following R, and can normalise
the temporal expression, associating it with a time
on an absolute scale.
Temporal link labelling is the classification of
relations between events or times. We might say
an event of the airport closed occurred after an-
other event of the aeroplane landed; in this case,
we have specified the type of temporal relation be-
tween two events. This task is difficult to auto-
mate (Verhagen et al., 2010). There are clues in
1http://www.timeml.org; Boguraev et al. (2005).
2See Han et al. (2006).
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discourse that human readers use to temporally re-
late events or times. One of these clues is tense.
For example:
(3) John told me the news, but I had already sent
the letter.
Example 3 shows a sentence with two verb
events – told and had sent. Using Reichenbach’s
model, these share their speech time S (the time of
the sentence’s creation) and reference time R, but
have different event times. In the first verb, refer-
ence and event time have the same position. In the
second, viewed from when John told the news, the
letter sending had already happened – that is, event
time is before reference time. As reference time
R is the same throughout the sentence, we know
that the letter was sent before John mentioned the
news. Describing S, E and R for verbs in a dis-
course and linking these points with each other
(and with times) is the only way to ensure correct
normalisation of all anaphoric and deictic tempo-
ral expressions, as well as enabling high-accuracy
labelling of some temporal links.
Some existing temporal expression normalisa-
tion systems heuristically approximate reference
time. GUTime (Mani and Wilson, 2000) inter-
prets the reference point as “the time currently
being talked about”, defaulting to document cre-
ation date. Over 10% of errors in this system
were directly attributed to having an incorrect ref-
erence time, and correctly tracking reference time
is the only way to resolve them. TEA (Han et
al., 2006) approximates reference time with the
most recent time temporally before the expres-
sion being evaluated, excluding noun-modifying
temporal expressions; this heuristic yields im-
proved performance in TEA when enabled, show-
ing that modelling reference time helps normalisa-
tion. HeidelTime (Strötgen and Gertz, 2010) uses
a similar approach to TEA but does not exclude
noun-modifying expressions.
The recently created WikiWars corpus of
TIMEX2 annotated text prompted the comment
that there is a “need to develop sophisticated meth-
ods for temporal focus tracking if we are to extend
current time-stamping technologies” (Mazur and
Dale, 2010). Resources that explicitly annotate
reference time will be direct contributions to the
completion of this task.
Elson and McKeown (2010) describe how to
relate events based on a “perspective” which is
calculated from the reference and event times of
an event pair. They construct a natural language
generation system that requires accurate reference
times in order to correctly write stories. Portet et
al. (2009) also found reference point management
critical to medical summary generation.
These observations suggest that the ability to
automatically determine reference time for verbal
expressions is useful for a number of computa-
tional language processing tasks. Our work in this
area – in which we propose an annotation scheme
including reference time – is a first step in this di-
rection.
In Section 2 we describe some crucial points
of Reichenbach’s model and the requirements of
an annotation schema for tense in natural lan-
guage. We also show how to reason about speech,
event and reference times. Then, in Section 3, we
present an overview of our markup. In Section 4
we give examples of annotated text (fictional prose
and newswire text that we already have another
temporal annotation for), event ordering and tem-
poral expression normalisation. Finally we con-
clude in Section 5 and discuss future work.
2 Exploring Reichenbach’s model
Each tensed verb can be described with three
points; speech time, event time and reference time.
We refer to these as S, E and R respectively.
Speech time is when the verb is uttered. Event
time is when the action described by the verb oc-
curs. Reference time is a viewpoint from where
the event is perceived. A summary of the relative
positions of these points is given in Table 1.
While each tensed verb involves a speech, event
and reference time, multiple verbs may share one
or more of these points. For example, all narrative
in a news article usually has the same speech time
(that of document creation). Further, two events
linked by a temporal conjunction (e.g. after) are
very likely to share the same reference time.
From Table 1, we can see that conventionally
English only distinguishes six tenses. Therefore,
some English tenses will suggest more than one
arrangement of S, E and R. Reichenbach’s tense
names suffer from this ambiguity too, but to a
much lesser degree. When following Reichen-
bach’s tense names, it is the case that for past
tenses, R always occurs before S; in the future,
R is always after S; and in the present, S and R
are simultaneous. Further, “anterior” suggests E
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Relation Reichenbach’s Tense Name English Tense Name Example
E<R<S Anterior past Past perfect I had slept
E=R<S Simple past Simple past I slept
R<E<S Posterior past I expected that ..
R<S=E I would sleep
R<S<E
E<S=R Anterior present Present perfect I have slept
S=R=E Simple present Simple present I sleep
S=R<E Posterior present Simple future I will sleep (Je vais dormir)
S<E<R Anterior future Future perfect I will have slept
S=E<R
E<S<R
S<R=E Simple future Simple future I will sleep (Je dormirai)
S<R<E Posterior future I shall be going to sleep
Table 1: Reichenbach’s tenses; from Mani et al. (2005)
before R, “simple” that R and E are simultane-
ous, and “posterior” that E is after R. The flexi-
bility of this model permits the full set of available
tenses (Song and Cohen, 1988), and this is suffi-
cient to account for the observed tenses in many
languages.
Our goal is to define an annotation that can de-
scribe S, E and R (speech, event and reference
time) throughout a discourse. The lexical entities
that these times are attached to are verbal events
and temporal expressions. Therefore, our annota-
tion needs to locate these entities in discourse, and
make the associated time points available.
2.1 Special properties of the reference point
The reference point R has two special uses. When
sentences or clauses are combined, grammatical
rules require tenses to be adjusted. These rules
operate in such a way that the reference point is
the same in all cases in the sequence. Reichen-
bach names this principle permanence of the ref-
erence point.
Secondly, when temporal expressions (such as a
TimeML TIMEX3 of type DATE, but not DURA-
TION) occur in the same clause as a verbal event,
the temporal expression does not (as one might ex-
pect) specify event time E, but instead is used to
position reference time R. This principle is named
positional use of the reference point.
2.2 Context and the time points
In the linear order that events and times occur in
discourse, speech and reference points persist un-
til changed by a new event or time. That is, the
reference time from one sentence will roll over to
the next sentence, until it is repositioned explicitly
by a tensed verb or time. To cater for subordinate
clauses in cases such as reported speech, we add
a caveat – S and R persist as a discourse is read
in textual order, for each context. We can define
a context as an environment in which events oc-
cur, such as the main body of the document, re-
ported speech, or the conditional world of an if
clause (Hornstein, 1990). For example:
(4) Emmanuel had said “This will explode!”,
but changed his mind.
Here, said and changed share speech and ref-
erence points. Emmanuel’s statement occurs in a
separate context, which the opening quote instan-
tiates, ended by the closing quote (unless we con-
tinue his reported speech later), and begins with an
S that occurs at the same time as said’s E. This
persistence must be explicitly stated in RTMML.
2.3 Capturing the time points with TimeML
TimeML is a rich, developed standard for tem-
poral annotation. There exist valuable resources
annotated with TimeML that have withstood sig-
nificant scrutiny. However TimeML does not ad-
dress the issue of annotating Reichenbach’s tense
model with the goal of understanding reference
time or creating resources that enable detailed ex-
amination of the links between verbal events in
discourse.
Although TimeML permits the annotation of
tense for <EVENT>s, it is not possible to unam-
biguously map its tenses to Reichenbach’s model.
This restricts how well we can reason about verbal
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events using TimeML-annotated documents. Of
the usable information for mapping TimeML an-
notations to Reichenbach’s time points, TimeML’s
tense attribute describes the relation between S
and E, and its aspect attribute can distinguish
between PERFECTIVE and NONE – that is, be-
tween E < R and a conflated class of (E =
R)∨(R < E). Cases where R < E are often awk-
ward in English (as in Table 1), and may even lack
a distinct syntax; the French Je vais dormir and Je
dormirai both have the same TimeML representa-
tion and both translate to I will sleep in English,
despite having different time point arrangements.
It is not possible to describe or build relations to
reference points at all in TimeML. It may be possi-
ble to derive the information about S, E and R di-
rectly represented in our scheme from a TimeML
annotation, though there are cases – especially
outside of English – where it is not possible to cap-
ture the full nuance of Reichenbach’s model using
TimeML. An RTMML annotation permits simple
reasoning about reference time, and assist the la-
belling of temporal links between verb events in
cases where TimeML’s tense and aspect annota-
tion is insufficient. This is why we propose an an-
notation, and not a technique for deriving S, E,
and R from TimeML.
3 Overview of RTMML
The annotation schema RTMML is intended to de-
scribe the verbal event structure detailed in Re-
ichenbach (1947), in order to permit the rela-
tive temporal positioning of reference, event, and
speech times. A simple approach is to define a
markup that only describes the information that
we are interested in, and can be integrated with
TimeML. For expositional clarity we use our own
tags but it is possible (with minor modifications)
to integrate them with TimeML as an extension to
the standard.
Our procedure is as follows. Mark all times and
verbal events (e.g. TimeML TIMEX3s and those
EVENTs whose lexical realisation is a verb) in a
discourse, as T1..Tn and V1..Vn respectively. We
mark times in order to resolve positional uses of
the reference point. For each verbal event Vi, we
may describe or assign three time points Si, Ei,
and Ri. Further, we will relate T , S, E and R
points using disjunctions of the operators <, =
and >. It is not necessary to define a unique set of
these points for each verb – in fact, linking them
across a discourse helps us temporally order events
and track reference time. We can also define a
“discourse creation time,” and call this SD.
(5) John said, “Yes, we have left”.
If we let said be V1 and left be V2:
• S1 = SD
From the tense of V1 (simple past), we can say:
• R1 = S1
• E1 < R1
As V2 is reported speech, it is true that:
• S2 = E1
Further, as V2 is anterior present:
• R2 = S2
• E2 < R2
As the = and < relations are transitive, we can
deduce an event ordering E2 < E1.
3.1 Annotation schema
The annotation language we propose is called
RTMML, for Reichenbach Tense Model Markup
Language. We use standoff annotation. This keeps
the text uncluttered, in the spirit of ISO LAF and
ISO SemAF-Time. Annotations reference tokens
by index in the text, as can be seen in the examples
below. Token indices begin from zero. We explic-
itly state the segmentation plan with the <seg>
element, as described in Lee and Romary (2010)
and ISO DIS 24614-1 WordSeg-1.
The general speech time of a document is de-
fined with the <doc> element, which has one or
two attributes: an ID, and (optionally) @time.
The latter may have a normalised value, formatted
according to TIMEX3 (Boguraev et al., 2005) or
TIDES (Ferro et al., 2005), or simply be the string
now.
Each <verb> element describes a
tensed verbal group in a discourse. The
@target attribute references token offsets;
it has the form target="#token0" or
target="#range(#token7,#token10)"
for a 4-token sequence. Comma-separated lists of
offsets are valid, for situations where verb groups
are non-contiguous. Every verb has a unique
value in its @id attribute. The tense of a verb
group is described using the attributes @view
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Relation name Interpretation
POSITIONS Ta = Rb
SAME TIMEFRAME Ra = Rb[, Rc, ..Rx]
REPORTS Ea = Sb
Table 2: The meaning of a certain link type be-
tween verbs or times a and b.
(with values simple, anterior or posterior) and
@tense (past, present or future).
The <verb> element has optional @s, @e and
@r attributes; these are used for directly linking
a verb’s speech, event or reference time to a time
point specified elsewhere in the annotation. One
can reference document creation time with a value
of doc or a temporal expression with its id (for
example, t1). To reference the speech, event or
reference time of other verbs, we use hash refer-
ences to the event followed by a dot and then the
character s, e or r; e.g., v1’s reference time is
referred to as #v1.r.
As every tensed verb always has exactly one S,
E and R, and these points do not hold specific val-
ues or have a position on an absolute scale, we do
not attempt to directly annotate them or place them
on an absolute scale. One might think that the re-
lations should be expressed in XML links; how-
ever this requires reifying time points when the in-
formation is stored in the relations between time
points, so we focus on the relations between these
points for each <verb>. To capture these internal
relations (as opposed to relations between the S,
E and R of different verbs), we use the attributes
se, er and sr. These attributes take a value that
is a disjunction of <, = and >.
Time-referring expressions are annotated using
the <timerefx> element. This has an @id at-
tribute with a unique value, and a @target, as
well as an optional @value which works in the
same was as the <doc> element’s @time at-
tribute.
<rtmml>










In this example, we have defined a time Yester-
day as t1 and a verbal event ate as v1. We have
categorised the tense of v1 within Reichenbach’s
nomenclature, using the verb element’s @view
and @tense attributes.
Next, we directly describe the reference point of
v1, as being the same as the time t1. Finally, we
say that this verb is uttered at the same time as the
whole discourse – that is, Sv1 = SD. In RTMML,
if the speech time of a verb is not otherwise de-
fined (directly or indirectly) then it is SD. In cases
of multiple voices with distinct speech times, if a
speech time is not defined elsewhere, a new one
may be instantiated with a string label; we rec-
ommend the formatting s, e or r followed by the
verb’s ID.
This sentence includes a positional use of the
reference point, annotated in v1 when we say
r="t1". To simplify the annotation task, and
to verbosely capture a use of the reference point,
RTMML permits an alternative annotation with
the <rtmlink> element. This element takes as
arguments a relation and a set of times and/or
verbs. Possible relation types are POSITIONS,
SAME TIMEFRAME (annotating permanence of
the reference point) and REPORTS for reported
speech; the meanings of these are given in Ta-
ble 2. In the above markup, we could replace the
<verb> element with the following:
<verb xml:id="v1" target="#token3"
view="simple" tense="past"





When more than two entities are listed as
targets, the relation is taken as being between
an optional source entity and each of the
target entities. Moving inter-verbal links to
the <rtmlink> element helps fulfil TEI p5 and
the LAF requirements that referencing and content
structures are separated. Use of the <rtmlink>
element is not compulsory, as not all instances
of positional use or permanence of the reference
point can be annotated using it; Reichenbach’s
original account gives an example in German.
3.2 Reasoning and inference rules
Our three relations <, = and > are all transitive.
A minimal annotation is acceptable. The S, E and
R points of all verbs, SD and all T s can repre-
sent nodes on a graph, connected by edges labelled
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with the relation between nodes.
To position all times in a document with max-
imal accuracy, that is, to label as many edges in
such a graph as possible, one can generate a clo-
sure by means of deducing relations. An agenda-
based algorithm is suitable for this, such as the one
given in Setzer et al. (2005).
3.3 Integration with TimeML
To use RTMML as an ISO-TimeML exten-
sion, we recommend that instead of annotat-
ing and referring to <timerefx>s, one refers
to <TIMEX3> elements using their tid at-
tribute; references to <doc> will instead refer to
a <TIMEX3> that describes document creation
time. The attributes of <verb> elements (ex-
cept xml:id and target) may be be added to
<MAKEINSTANCE> or <EVENT> elements, and
<rtmlink>s will refer to event or event instance
IDs.
4 Examples
In this section we will give developed examples
of the RTMML notation, and show how it can be
used to order events and position events on an ex-
ternal temporal scale.
4.1 Annotation example
Here we demonstrate RTMML annotation of two
short pieces of text.
4.1.1 Fiction
From David Copperfield by Charles Dickens:
(6) When he had put up his things for the night
he took out his flute, and blew at it, until I
almost thought he would gradually blow his
whole being into the large hole at the top,
and ooze away at the keys.
We give RTMML for the first five verbal events
from Example 6 RTMML in Figure 1. The fifth,
v5, exists in a context that is instantiated by v4;
its reference time is defined as such. We can use
one link element to show that v2, v3 and v4
all use the same reference time as v1. The tem-
poral relation between event times of v1 and v2
can be inferred from their shared reference time
and their tenses; that is, given that v1 is anterior
past and v2 simple past, we know Ev1 < Rv1
and Ev2 = Rv2. As our <rtmlink> states
Rv1 = Rv2, then Ev1 < Ev2. Finally, v5 and
v6 happen in the same context, described with a
second SAME TIMEFRAME link.
4.1.2 Editorial news
From an editorial piece in TimeBank (Pustejovsky
et al., 2003) (AP900815-0044.tml):
(7) Saddam appeared to accept a border
demarcation treaty he had rejected in peace
talks following the August 1988 cease-fire of














Here, we relate the simple past verb appeared
with the anterior past (past perfect) verb had re-
jected, permitting the inference that the first verb
occurs temporally after the second. The corre-
sponding TimeML (edited for conciseness) is:
Saddam <EVENT eid="e74" class="I_STATE">
appeared</EVENT> to accept a border








In this example, we can see that the TimeML
annotation includes the same information, but a
significant amount of other annotation detail is
present, cluttering the information we are trying
to see. Further, these two <EVENT> elements are
not directly linked, requiring transitive closure of
the network described in a later set of <TLINK>
elements, which are omitted here for brevity.
4.2 Linking events to calendrical references
RTMML makes it possible to precisely describe
the nature of links between verbal events and
times, via positional use of the reference point.
We will link an event to a temporal expression,
and suggest a calendrical reference for that expres-
sion, allowing the events to be placed on a calen-
dar. Consider the below text, from wsj 0533.tml
in TimeBank.
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<doc time="1850" mod="BEFORE" />




































Figure 1: RTMML for a passage from David Copperfield.
(8) At the close of business Thursday, 5,745,188
shares of Connaught and C$44.3 million
face amount of debentures, convertible into
1,826,596 common shares, had been
tendered to its offer.
<doc time="1989-10-30" />
<!-- close of business Thursday -->
<timerefx xml:id="t1"
target="#range(#token2,#token5)" />








This shows that the reference time of v1 is t1.
As v1 is anterior, we know that the event men-
tioned occurred before close of business Thurs-
day. Normalisation is not a task that RTMML ad-
dresses, but there are existing methods for decid-
ing which Thursday is being referenced given the
document creation date (Mazur and Dale, 2008); a
time of day for close of business may be found in
a gazetteer.
4.3 Comments on annotation
As can be seen in Table 1, there is not a one-to-
one mapping from English tenses to the nine spec-
ified by Reichenbach. In some annotation cases,
it is possible to see how to resolve such ambigui-
ties. Even if view and tense are not clearly deter-
minable, it is possible to define relations between
S, E and R; for example, for arrangements corre-
sponding to the simple future, S < E. In cases
where ambiguities cannot be resolved, one may
annotate a disjunction of relation types; in this ex-
ample, we might say “S < R or S = R” with
sr="<=".
Contexts seem to have a shared speech time,
and the S − R relationship seems to be the same
throughout a context. Sentences which contravene
this (e.g. “By the time I ran, John will have ar-
rived”) are rather awkward.
RTMML annotation is not bound to a particu-
lar language. As long as a segmentation scheme
(e.g. WordSeg-1) is agreed and there is a compat-
ible system of tense and aspect, the model can be
applied and an annotation created.
5 Conclusion and Future Development
Being able to recognise and represent reference
time in discourse can help in disambiguating tem-
poral reference, determining temporal relations
between events and in generating appropriately
tensed utterances. A first step in creating compu-
tational tools to do this is to develop an annotation
schema for recording the relevant temporal infor-
mation in discourse. To this end we have presented
RTMML, our annotation for Reichenbach’s model
of tense in natural language.
We do not intend to compete with existing lan-
guages that are well-equipped to annotate tempo-
ral information in documents; RTMML may be in-
tegrated with TimeML. What is novel in RTMML
is the ability to capture the abstract parts of tense
in language. We can now annotate Reichenbach’s
time points in a document and then process them,
for example, to observe interactions between tem-
poral expressions and events, or to track reference
time through discourse. This is not directly possi-
ble with existing annotation languages.
There are some extensions to Reichenbach’s
model of the tenses of verbs, which RTMML does
not yet cater for. These include the introduction
of a reference interval, as opposed to a reference
point, from Dowty (1979), and Comrie’s sugges-
tion of a second reference point in some circum-
stances (Comrie, 1985). RTMML should cater for
these extensions.
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Further, we have preliminary annotation tools
and have begun to create a corpus of annotated
texts that are also in TimeML corpora. This will
allow a direct evaluation of how well TimeML can
represent Reichenbach’s time points and their re-
lations. To make use of Reichenbach’s model in
automatic annotation, given a corpus, we would
like to apply machine learning techniques to the
RTMML annotation task. Work in this direction
should enable us to label temporal links and to
anchor time expressions with complete accuracy
where other systems have not succeeded.
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Abstract
In order to analyse what happens in dia-
logue it is insufficient to consider the con-
tent of its segments in isolation. In this
paper we propose a meta-model for in-
tegrating discourse relations into a stan-
dard framework of dialogue act annotation
(Bunt et al., 2010), considering in particu-
lar the various dialogue units involved and
the nature of their relations.
1 Introduction
In discourse modelling, we need dialogue units
and relations between them. This is uncontrover-
sial, but the nature, the purpose and the definitions
of units in discourse and their relations are the sub-
ject of much controversy (see e.g. Hovy, 1990).
To the rhetorical relations identified in monologue
(e.g explanation, justification, cause,...), dialogue
adds relations such as those between a question
and an answer, and between an utterance and feed-
back about its understanding.
Many frameworks for discourse analysis have
attempted to capture discourse coherence by in-
tegrating all discourse segments into a single
structure thanks to discourse relations. Although
this has not always been made explicit, the as-
sumption that there is a single ”coherence” di-
mension is strong in many frameworks (Hobbs,
1985; Mann and Thompson, 1988; Asher and Las-
carides, 2003). Grosz and Sidner (1986), followed
by Moore and Pollack (1992), on the other hand
argued for the interplay between several structures
to explain discourse phenomena. Petukhova and
Bunt (2009) have shown that discourse markers
are in general multifunctional, thus requiring a
multidimensional approach.
In this paper we propose a meta-model for in-
tegrating various types of discourse relations into
a standard framework of dialogue act annotation
(Bunt et al., 2010), considering in particular the
various dialogue units involved and the nature of
their relations.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we
briefly review the literature on discourse structure
(Section 1.1). We describe the relevant aspects of
the semantic framework that we will use to study
relations between different types of dialogue units
in Section 2. Section 3 discusses dialogue units,
while the semantic relations between them are dis-
cussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents an em-
pirical analysis of the scope of different types of
semantic discourse relations and of the distances
between related segments in two different types of
dialogue. Section 6 concludes by summarizing the
analysis in a meta-model and outlining perspec-
tives for further research.
1.1 Previous work on discourse structure
A variety of frameworks for modelling discourse
structure have been proposed since (Hobbs, 1979).
While Van Dijk (1979) and Polanyi (1998) have
attempted a quasi-syntactic approach, most frame-
works are more functional and rely on interpre-
tation for deriving a structure of discourse. Re-
lations between discourse segments have in these
frameworks been divided into several categories:
semantic/ inter-propositional/ ideational/ content-
level/ information-level; pragmatic/ intentional/
cognitive/ speech-act; presentational/ structural/
textual; see Hovy et al. (1995) for a discussion
of the different categories.
Discourse relations can apply to segments of
various size, from syntactic clauses to paragraphs.
When considering dialogue, the picture gets even
more complicated, with units specific to their
interactive nature, such as speech-turns. Some
researchers distinguish between macro-, meso-
and micro-levels in discourse structuring (e.g.
(Nakatani and Traum, 1992) and (Louwerse and
Mitchell, 2003)), where the micro-level is con-
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cerned with relations within a turn or within a
single utterance; the meso-level concerns relations
involving complete contributions in Clark’s sense
(Clark, 1996), typically an initiative and a reactive,
corresponding to grounding units; and the macro-
level is concerned with entire subdialogues, topic
structure and elements of a plan-based analysis.
Although often cited as a crucial issue for lin-
guistics and NLP, discourse structure frameworks
face the problem of their empirical validation. It is
mainly to address this issue that several discourse
annotation projects have been undertaken in re-
cent years (Carlson et al., 2001; Wolf and Gib-
son, 2005; Miltsakaki et al., 2004; Reese et al.,
2007; Stede, 2008; Prasad et al., 2008). These
ambitious projects share a common goal but dif-
fer greatly with regard to their theoretical assump-
tions. A more generic approach to the analysis of
these relations would therefore be of great help for
comparing and perhaps combining these accounts.
2 Semantic framework
Participants in dialogue produce utterances in or-
der to provoke change in their addressees, and di-
alogue utterances can therefore be viewed as ac-
tions with intended state-changing effects on ’in-
formation states’ (Poesio and Traum, 1998; Lars-
son and Traum, 2000; Bunt, 2000). Such com-
municative actions are called dialogue acts, and
have two main components: a semantic (referen-
tial, propositional, or action-related) content and a
communicative function, which specifies how an
addressee is intended to update his information
state with the semantic content.
In this study we use the semantic framework of
Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT, Bunt, 2000),
which takes a multidimensional view on dialogue
in the sense that participation in a dialogue is
viewed as performing several activities in parallel,
such as pursuing the dialogue task, providing and
eliciting feedback, and taking turns.
The DIT framework supports a ’multidimen-
sional’ semantics by relating context update oper-
ators to different compartments of structured con-
text models which include, besides information
states of the usual kind (beliefs and goals related
to a task domain), also a dialogue history, infor-
mation about the agent’s processing state, beliefs
about the dialogue partners’ processing states, in-
formation and goals concerning the allocation of
turns, and so on, relating to the various ’dimen-
sions’ that dialogue acts belong to. The interpre-
tation of a multifunctional stretch of communica-
tive behaviour corresponds to updating the context
models of the communicating agents in multiple
ways, combining the effects of each of the compo-
nent functions.
3 Units in dialogue
The assignment of relations between certain units
in dialogue presupposes a way to identify such
units. Spoken dialogues are traditionally seg-
mented into turns, stretch of communicative be-
haviour produced by one speaker, bounded by pe-
riods of inactivity of that speaker or by activity of
another speaker (Allwood, 1992). The idea that
a dialogue can be cut up into sequences of com-
municative activity of different speakers does not
do justice to the complexity of natural communi-
cation, especially when more than two participants
are involved. In natural communication, where the
participants do not only use speech to communi-
cate but also nonverbal and vocal signals (laughs,
sighs, chuckles,..), all participants are most of the
time performing some communicative activity. We
therefore use a somewhat different notion, called a
turn unit. A turn unit is a stretch of communica-
tive behaviour produced by one participant which
includes the use of speech, and is bounded by pe-
riods where that participant is not speaking. Ac-
cording to this definition a turn unit is produced
by a speaker who may, in addition to speaking,
also produce nonverbal communicative behaviour
(such as gestures and facial expressions), and turn
units produced by different speakers may overlap.
Turn units are relevant for the analysis of dis-
course relations in dialogue. Relations between
turn units and other dialogue units occur when the
speaker addresses an incomplete dialogue act, a
discontinuous dialogue act, or parts of a dialogue
act that is spread over several turn units. For ex-
ample1:
(1) G1: you are going
F2: mmhm
G2: straight north
With F2, the speaker provides feedback on the turn
unit G1, the first part of the dialogue act you are
going straight north.
Turn units may consist of several utterances,
linguistically defined stretches of communicative
behaviour that have one or more communicative
1From the MapTask dialogue corpus.
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functions. The stretches of behaviour that are rel-
evant for interpretation as dialogue acts often co-
incide with utterances in this sense, but they may
be discontinuous, may overlap, and may even con-
tain parts of more than one turn. Communica-
tive functions can be assigned more accurately to
smaller units, called functional segments, which
are defined as the functionally relevant minimal
stretches of communicative behaviour (Geertzen
et al., 2007). For example:
(2) A: Is that your opinion too, Bert?
B: Ehm,.. well,... I guess so.
In the first turn unit of (2), speaker A asks a ques-
tion to B and assigns the turn to B (by the com-
bined use of B’s name, the intonation, and by look-
ing at B). Speaker B performs a stalling act in or-
der to buy some time for deciding what to say; now
the fact that he starts speaking without waiting un-
til he has made up his mind about his answer in-
dicates that he accepts the turn. So the segment
Ehm,.. well,... has both a stalling function and a
turn-accepting function.
We also find relations in dialogue between func-
tional segments and groups of functional seg-
ments, as the following example shows2:
(3)
G1: Right. Start off facing north, turn to your left
and walk forward, then to your left again.
Keep walking forward until you come to the site
of a plane crash. Go right roundabout it and turn
to your right, so you end up facing north again.
U1: Could you just slow down a bit please?
G2: Sorry.
G3: So you start facing north
U2: Mmhmm
U1 is a negative feedback act relating to the group
of 4 functional segments in G1. The speaker in
U1 is apparently overloaded with the information
given in G1, making it hard for him to process
these segments successfully.
We also find relations between dialogue acts
(more about that in the next section), as well as be-
tween a dialogue act and group of dialogue acts.
When the dialogue acts in such a group are all
concerned with a particular discussion topic, sub-
dialogue or sub-task, such a group is often called
a discourse unit.3 An example is given in (18),
where the utterance D2, requesting to recapitulate
2From the MapTask dialogue corpus.
3This is not the same as the notion of ’discourse unit’
proposed by (Traum, 1994) for describing grounding in di-
alogue, which consists of an initial presentation and as many
utterances as needed to make the initial utterance mutually
understood. The two notions sometimes coincide, but not in
general.
the discussion, by implication has a negative feed-
back function related to the discourse unit B1 –
B5.
Example (4) shows a relation between a dia-
logue act and a group of dialogue acts which is
smaller than a discourse unit.
(4) A1: can you tell me what time is the first flight in the
morning to Munich?
B1: on what day do you want to travel?
A2: tomorrow.
B2: tomorrow morning
B3: the first flight that I have is at 7:45.
The dialogue act in B3 has functionally related
with the group consisting of the question in A1
and the answer (to B1) in A2, which together are
equivalent to a more complete question which B3
answers.
4 Relations between dialogue units
4.1 Functional and feedback dependence
relations
Responsive dialogue acts by their very nature de-
pend for their semantic content on the seman-
tic content of the dialogue acts that they respond
to. Responsive dialogue acts (also known as
‘backwards-looking acts’) come in three types:
A acts with a responsive general-purpose com-
municative function: Answer and its spe-
cializations (Confirm, Disconfirm, Correc-
tion); Agreement and Disagreement; and Ad-
dress/Accept/Decline Request, Suggestion,
or Offer;
B feedback acts with a dimension-specific com-
municative function;
C some dialogue acts with dimension-specific
functions other than feedback functions, such
as Return Greeting, Return Self-Introduction.
Accept Apology, Accept Thanking, Re-
turn Goodbye; Completion and Correct-
Misspeaking; and Turn Accept.
All responsive dialogue acts have a ‘functional
antecedent’, being the dialogue acts that they re-
spond to; those of type A have a semantic content
that is co-determined by that of their functional an-
tecedent. This relation between two dalogue acts
(or between a dialogue act and a group of dialogue
acts, as in (4)) is called a functional dependence
relation (Bunt et al., 2010); it is a relation between
the semantic contents of two dialogue acts that is
due to their communicative functions. More ex-
plicitly:
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(5) A functional dependence relation exists between a dia-
logue actDA1 and one or more previous dialogue acts
{DAN} if, due to the responsive communicative func-
tion of DA1, the determination of its semantic content
requires the semantic content of {DAN}.
An example of a functional dependence relation
is (6), where the interpretation of A1 clearly de-
pends very much on whether it is an answer to the
question B1 or to the question B2 even though A1
would seem a complete, self-contained utterance.
(6) A1: I’m expecting Jan, Alex, Claudia, and David, and
maybe Olga and Andrei to come.
B1: Do you know who’s coming tonight?
B2: Which of the project members d’you think will
be there?
Responsive dialogue acts of type B provide or
elicit information about the (perceived) success in
processing a segment of communicative behaviour
earlier in the dialogue. We call this relation a feed-
back dependence relation. More explicitly:
(7) A feedback dependence relation is a relation between
a feedback act and the stretch of communicative be-
haviour whose processing the act provides or elicits in-
formation about.
Examples are the relation between F2 and G11 in
(1); between U1 and G1 in (3); and between B1
and A1 in (4).
Feedback acts refer explicitly or implicitly to
the stretch of dialogue that they provide or elicit
information about. This stretch of dialogue forms
part of its semantic content. For example, the
semantic content of the feedback act in F2 in
(1), where the communicative function is Auto-
Interpretation Positive,4 has the segment G1 as its
semantic content. In view of this relation between
the feedback act and its functional antecedent, one
could consider the feedback dependence relation
as an instance of he functional dependence rela-
tion in the feedback dimension. However, the two
relations must be distinguished, since a dialogue
act with a functional dependence relation also, by
implication, has a feedback dependence relation to
its functional antecedent. For example, an answer
implies positive feedback about the speaker’s pro-
cessing of the utterance expressing the question
that the answer functionally depends on.
A feedback act does not necessarily refer to a
single utterance, but may also relate to a larger
4This is the communicative function expressing that the
speaker informs the addressee that he (believes that he) un-
derstands the utterance that the feedback is about.
stretch of dialogue; even to the entire preceding di-
alogue, like the global positive feedback expressed
by Okay just before ending a dialogue. The scope
and distance that may be covered by the various
kinds of relations in discourse are analysed in the
next section.
A responsive act of type C relates two dialogue
acts, like in case A, but since these types of dia-
logue acts have no or only marginal semantic con-
tent, this does not lead to a semantically important
relation, and we will disregard it in this paper.
4.2 Rhetorical relations
Rhetorical relations have been proposed as an ex-
planation for the construction of coherence in dis-
course or at least as crucial modelling tools for
capturing this coherence (Hobbs, 1985; Mann and
Thompson, 1988; Asher and Lascarides, 2003;
Sanders et al., 1992). The idea is that two text
segments or sentences in written discourse, or two
segments or utterances in dialogue, are linked to-
gether by means of certain relations, for which
various terms have been used such as ‘rhetorical
relations’, ‘coherence relations’, or ‘discourse re-
lations’.
Their study can be traced back to the Antiq-
uity, with a continuous attention from rhetorics
over the centuries, but the way they have been
used recently in AI and NLP probably comes from
Hobbs’ seminal work in this area (Hobbs, 1979).
Since then a range of taxonomies have been pro-
posed in the literature to define relations in dis-
course. The well-known set of relations and their
organization proposed by Mann and Thompson
(1988), forming the core of Rhetorical Structure
Theory, consists of 23 relations. This set is not
claimed to be exhaustive, however. Hovy and
Maier (1995) studied approximately 30 alternative
proposals and fused the various taxonomies into
more than 400 relations. They proposed a hierar-
chical taxonomy of approximately 70 relations.
Some rhetorical relations, such as Explana-
tion, Justification, and Cause are clearly seman-
tic, whereas others, like First, Second,... , Finally;
Concluding are more presentational in nature. The
occurrence of truly semantic rhetorical relations is
illustrated in example (8) from the AMI corpus5,
where participant A talks about remote controls:
(8) A1: You keep losing them




The events described in these sentences are seman-
tically related by Cause relations: Cause (slipped;
keep loosing) and Cause (kicked; keep loosing).
In cases like this the two sentences are related
through a rhetorical relation between the events
they contain. In this paper we will use the term
‘inter-propositional relation’ for rhetorical rela-
tions between the semantic contents of two dia-
logue acts, irrespective of whether these semantic
contents are in fact propositions; in particular, they
may very well be events (or ‘eventualities’).
Contrary to what is sometimes believed, seman-
tic rhetorical relations are not always relations be-
tween events (or ‘eventualities’). Consider the fol-
lowing example, where A and B discuss the use of
remote controls:
(9) A: You keep losing them
B: That’s because they don’t have a fixed location
The ‘event’ in the second utterance (having a fixed
location) does not cause the losing event in the first
utterance; on the contrary, the second utterance
says that the fact that no having-a-fixed-location
event occurs is the cause of the losing. Saying that
a certain type of event does not occur is not de-
scribing any event, but expressing a proposition
(about that type of event). This means that the
causal connection between the two utterances is
not between two events, but between the proposi-
tion made in the second utterance and the event in
the first utterance.6
Rhetorical relations between dialogue utter-
ances do not necessarily relate the semantic con-
tents of the dialogue acts that they contain, but
may also relate the dialogue acts as such, taking
both their semantic contents and their communica-
tive functions into account. The following exam-
ples7 illustrate this:
(10) A1: Where would you physically position the buttons?
A2: I think that has some impact on many things
(11) B1: I’m afraid we have no time for that.
B2: We’re supposed to finish this before twelve.
Utterance A2 in (10) encodes an Inform act which
has a Motivation relation to the Question act en-
coded in A1; it tells the addressees what motivated
A to ask the question A1 with this particular se-
mantic content. In (11) utterance B2 encodes an
Inform act which has an Explanation relation to
the Decline Request act in B1.
6It could in fact be argued that the first utterance also con-
tains a proposition, rather than describing an event.
7From the AMI meeting corpus - ES2002a.
5 Scope and distance
While a feedback dependence relation can target
an utterance, a functional segment, a dialogue act,
a turn unit, or a group of those, functional de-
pendence and rhetorical relations are grounded in
meaning and follow more restricted patterns of
linking. We investigated the linking patterns of the
different types of relations for two corpora of an-
notated dialogues, the AMI meeting corpus and a
French two-party route explanation dialogues col-
lected at the University in Toulouse8.
For analysing these patterns it is helpful to look
at the scope and distance covered by a relation.
We define scope as follows:
(12) the scope of a discourse relation is the number of func-
tional segments (the ‘target’) that a given segment (the
‘source’) is related to.
Calculation of the distance between related
functional segments in dialogue is not a trivial
task and deserves some discussion. The distance
between two segment can be calculated textually,
e.g. as the number of intervening constituents be-
tween a pair of constituents under consideration,
or as the number of intervening tokens; and topo-
logically, as the length of the shortest path in a
graph representation (e.g. a SDRS, see Afantenos
and Asher, 2010). Since in this study we did not
construct any tree or graph representations for the
various kinds of relations we distinguished, we
considered the textual calculation of distance be-
tween related segments. In dialogue, the most
plausible unit for measuring distance is the func-
tional segment, but simple count of intervening
functional segments is not possible, because of the
following complications:
◦ Spontaneous speech includes self-
corrections, retractions and restarts that
have a communicative function of their own
and are considered as functional segments.
Speech errors and flaws like reparanda
(segment parts that are retracted or corrected
by the same speaker) do not have any
communicative function on their own;
◦ Functional segments may be discontinuous
and may be interrupted by more substantial
segments than repairs and restarts, e.g. ‘Be-
cause twenty five Euros for a remote... how
much is that locally in pounds? is too much
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Figure 1: Scope of feedback dependence, functional dependence and rhetorical relations in the AMI data.
money to buy an extra remote or a replace-
ment remote’;9
◦ Functional segments may be spread over
more than one turn, e.g. A: Well we can chat
away for ... um... for five minutes or so I
think at... B: Mm-hmm ... at most;10
◦ Functional segments may overlap, e.g. U:
What time is the first train to the airport on
Sunday? S: The first train to the airport on
Sunday is at 6.17, where the part in italics
forms part of an answer to U’s question, but
also has a feedback function, displaying what
S has heard;
◦ In multi-party interaction multiple partici-
pants may react to the speaker’s previous
contribution and may do this simultaneously,
with some overlap or consecutively, e.g.
(13) A: Do you have anything to add?
B: No
C: No
These dialogue-specific phenomena should be
taken into account while calculating the distance
between related functional segments. All seg-
ments were ordered by their start time. Given two
non-overlapping segments A and B, with begin(B)
= end(A) (i.e. B starts after A has ended) a seg-
ment C is counted as intervening between A and B
if and only if C starts later than A and ends before
B. (In that case, C must contain some material that
occurs after A has ended and before B has started)
We thus define:
(14) A segment C intervenes between the segments A and B
iff begin(C) > begin (A) and end(C) < end(B).
9From the AMI meeting corpus - ES2002a.
10From the AMI meeting corpus - ES2002a.
Moreover, if C and D are two intervening seg-
ments with the same begin- and end points, with
the same communicative function(s) and with
identical semantic contents (but contributed by
different speakers), (cf. (13)), then they are
counted only once; and if an intervening func-
tional segment E is a sub-segment of a larger inter-
vening segment K produced by the same speaker,
the only the larger segment is counted.
If A and B are overlapping or consecutive seg-
ments, i.e. begin(B)<= end(A), we stipulate their
distance to be zero. Hence we use the following
definition of distance:
(15) The distance between two non-overlapping segments
A and B, with begin(B) > end(A) equals the number
of intervening functional segments minus the number
of co-occurring intervening functional segments with
identical wording and interpretation (produced by dif-
ferent speakers) minus the number of sub-segments of
intervening functional segments produced by the same
speaker.
Moreover, in order to deal with the complica-
tions mentioned above, we removed all reparanda
from the data, e.g. ‘This is the kick-off meeting for
our our project’ became ‘This is the kick-off meet-
ing for our project’; and wemerged functional seg-
ments that were spread over multiple turn units.
Figure 1 shows the scope and Figure 2 the dis-
tance involved in functional and feedback depen-
dence relations, and for inter-propositional rela-
tions and rhetorical relations between dialogue
acts, as found in the AMI corpus. Our analyses
show that different relations exhibit different pat-
terns. A functional dependence relation normally
has a narrow scope (1-2 functional segments), and
units related by this type of relation tend to be
close to each other in discourse, except in the case
23
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Figure 2: Distance of feedback dependence, functional dependence and rhetorical relations in AMI data.
of discourse pop-up units. Feedback dependence
relations as a rule have either very narrow or lo-
cal very wide scope; long-distance attachments are
rare. Feedback acts can target all types of dia-
logue units that we have defined: other dialogue
acts, turn units, functional segments, as well as
groups of those. Rhetorical inter-propositional re-
lations often have narrow scope but the related
segments may be some distance away from each
other. Rhetorical relations between dialogue acts
are characterized by (as a rule) narrow scope and
short distance, but some rhetorical relations (like
Recap, Conclude) link a dialogue act or a dialogue
act group to one or more dialogue act groups, hav-
ing a wide scope.
Four types of attachment in terms of distance
and scope can be distinguished for the way in
which discourse relations connect a source seg-
ment to other units in dialogue:
1. Last segment: A relation links the source
segment to the previous functional segment:
scope is 1 and distance is 0.
2. Local attachment: The source segment is re-
lated to several previous segments. The scope
of each relation is 1; at least one of the re-
lations has a distance 0, and at least one has
distance greater than 0. For example, the next
step of a narration introduces a contrast with
the preceding segment, while elaborating an
earlier segment.
3. Local wide scope attachment: The relation
targets a group of segments. The scope is
larger than 1, the distance is 0. This is com-
mon with relations such as Recap, Summa-
rize, Conclude.
4. Discourse pop-up: The source segment is re-
lated to an earlier functional segment or to a
group of functional segments.
Attachments of type 1 occur frequently (29.8% of
all attachments in the AMI corpus). For exam-
ple11:
(16) D1: Cost like production cost is twelve fifty or retail
like on the shelf?
B1: Our sale anyway
B2: Because its probably up to the retailer to sell it for
whatever price they want
Segment B1 is an Answer to the Choice Question
in D1, and segment B2 provides a Justification for
the Answer in B1.
Attachments of type 2 are more complicated.
Such attachments are frequently observed in the
AMI data and account for 41.5% of all attach-
ments. For example12:
(17) D1: Now remote controls are better
D2: but actually still kind of like a massive junky thing
[Contrast:D1]
B1: Still feels primitive [Elaboration:D2;Contrast:D1]
The fact that the related segments are produced by
different speakers has the consequence that they
exhibit not only rhetorical but also feedback de-
pendence relations by implication, e.g. the expres-
sion of Agreement in B1 implies positive feedback
on understanding D2.
Local wide scope attachment is frequently ob-
served for feedback dependence relations. Very
often feedback is provided not to a single func-
tional segment but to the discourse unit that is
concerned with one of the dialogue sub-tasks or
11From the AMI meeting corpus - ES2002a.
12From the AMI meeting corpus - ES2002a.
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topics. This occurs frequently in multi-party dia-
logues (19.2% in the AMI meetings). Both posi-
tive and negative feedback are observed to some-
times have local wide scope attachment. For ex-
ample13:
(18) B1: We’re gonna be selling this remote control for
twenty five euro
B2: and we’re aiming to make fifty million euro
[Narration:B1]
B3: so we’re gonna be selling this on an international
scale [Elaborate:B1&B2]
B4: and we don’t want it to cost more than twelve fifty
euros [Narration:B3]
D1: Okay [PositiveFB:B1-B4]
B5: So fifty percent of the selling price
[Conclude:B3&B4]
D2: Can we go over that again [NegativeFB:B1-B5]
Feedback elicitation acts may also have local wide
scope. Examples are: Does anybody have any-
thing to add to the finance issue at all?, Anybody
anything to add here? and Any thoughts about
this? This often happens when moving from one
topic to another.
Muller and Prévot (2003) have shown that in
French route explanation dialogues, voilà (that’s
it) is a marker of closure, thus being some kind
of wide-scope feedback (type 3) preparing a dis-
course pop-up of type 4. For example14:
(19) B1: So I guess that’s it
D1: Great
B2: The meeting is over
B3: Whoohoo
Rhetorical relations may also have scope over
larger units, like dialogue act groups. Concern-
ing rhetorical relations like conclude, recap, and
summary, it may be noticed that a conclusion, a
recap, or a summary is often not expressed by a
single dialogue act but by a group of them. In
such a case we need to allow for rhetorical re-
lations between dialogue act groups. For exam-
ple, in AMI meeting ES2002b after a discussion
stretching over some 150 segments about the func-
tionality to be included in a remote control, the
participants came to a conclusion proposed in D1-
D9 and acknowledged in B5-C2:
(20) D1: Well we want this to be a product that offers
simple and all the sort of more tricky features
D2: but we want them to be in another area
B2: Think what we absolutely have to have and what
would be nice
B3: To recap you’ve got volume and channel control
C1: There’s on and off
B4: Volume and channel and skip to certain channels
with the numbers
D3: rarely used functions may be in a little area but
13From the AMI meeting corpus - ES2002a.
14From The AMI meeting corpus - ES2002b.
covered up
D4: things like channel and volume are used all the
time
D5: We just have them right out on top
D6: so we need to think about having three or more
groupings of controls
D7: like one which are the habitual ones that should be
right within your natural grip
D8: ones that with available features
D9: And then others with concealed
B5: Okay
B6: Any of you anything to add to that at all?
A1: No
C2: No
Discourse pop-up attachments, finally, are espe-
cially observed for rhetorical relations. Consider
the following example15:
(21) G13: hop hop hop Esquirol tu continues tout droit
(hop hop hop Esquirol continue straight)
G14: y’a le Classico (there is the Classico)
R15: euh (uh)
G16: t’as pas l’air branché trop bars (you do not seem
to be into bars)
R17: euh non (uh no)
R18: mais je connais pas très bien Toulouse (but I
don’t know Toulouse very well)
G19: ah ouais d’accord (ah yeah ok)
G20: donc Les Carmes tu vois ou c’est? (so Les
Carmes, you know where it is?)
F21: oui (yes)
G22: bon ben voilà. (well that’s it)
G23: donc là tu continues sur sur cette rue (so there
you continue on this street)
G24: et tu arrives aux Carmes (and you get to Les
Carmes)
Segment G22 concludes and closes discourse unit
[G14-G21], and a Continuation/Narration relates
G13 to G23.
Many discourse markers, which have been stud-
ied for their semantic contribution and for their
role in dialogue structuring, are good indicators
for various kinds of discourse attachment. Most
connectives (then, but, therefore) connect func-
tional segments with attachment of type 1 or 2.
Enumerative markers such as (First, Then, Fi-
nally) can introduce macro-structures resulting in
both long-distance and local wide-scope attach-
ment, since usually the entire discourse unit that
contains these markers is rhetorically related to an-
other discourse unit.
The findings discussed here are summarized in
Figure 3, which shows an ISO-style metamodel
(cf. Bunt et al., 2010) containing the various kinds
of units in dialogue and the possible relations be-
tween them.





































Figure 3: Metamodel of dialogue units and relations between them.
6 Conclusions and future research
In studying the occurrence of discourse relations
in dialogue, we have observed at least four types
of relations: rhetorical relations between dialogue
acts or between their semantic contents (inter-
propositional rhetorical relations); feedback de-
pendence relations; and functional dependence re-
lations between dialogue acts. Some of these re-
lations may also involve larger units or groups of
those, and we have seen that the various kinds of
relation show significant differences in scope and
distance of attachment.
In future studies of the properties of discourse
relations in dialogue, such as their scope and dis-
tance, it may be useful to distinguish between the
semantic and presentational dimensions of rhetor-
ical relations. It may also be noted that the meta-
model in Figure 3 has been designed in such a
way that it is an extension of the metamodel for
dialogue act annotation used in ISO DIS 24617-2
(see Bunt et al., 2010). According to the dialogue
act-theoretical framework that we have used, the
semantic content of a dialogue act is typically an
eventuality or a proposition. Adding this distinc-
tion to the metamodel would open the way for con-
necting with the metamodels used in ISO projects
concerned with the semantic annotation of time
and events, space, and semantic roles, which could
be very helpful for clarifying the relations between
the semantic phenomena targeted in these projects.
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Linguistic and Semantic Features of Textual Labels
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We investigate the benefits that can result from
the formal representation of linguistic and se-
mantic features of natural language expres-
sions that are used as terms in labels of knowl-
edge representation systems, like taxonomies
and ontologies. We show that such a repre-
sentation can support Human Language Tech-
nologies and Semantic Web applications, es-
pecially in the context of ontology-based in-
formation extraction, since it gives a basis for
specifying mapping strategies between the re-
stricted natural language used in taxonomies
and ontologies and the unrestricted language
used in documents processed by information
extraction or semantic annotation tools.
1 Ontology-based Information Extraction
In the last decade, we have been witnessing changes
in the field of Information Extraction (IE) due to
the emergence of a significant amount of seman-
tic resources available in the form of taxonomies
and ontologies. These Knowledge Representation
(KR) systems have been gradually replacing the pre-
defined templates, which were formerly used for
specifying IE applications, and are now often build-
ing the background against which texts are pro-
cessed in order to extract relevant information for
specific applications. In those cases, we speak of
Ontology-based Information Extraction (OBIE)1.
In the Description Logic (DL) approach, KR sys-
tems are viewed as consisting of two components,
the T-Box (Terminological axioms) and the A-Box
1See also (Buitelaar et al.2008) for more details
(Assertion axioms).2 We adopt here this terminol-
ogy (T-Box, A-Box), even if not all the KR systems
we are dealing with are modeled using the DL repre-
sentation language, and in fact we are dealing in this
short paper only with examples taken from a com-
plex taxonomy modeled in XML.
A main issue for OBIE tasks is to establish an
accurate mapping between the classes and prop-
erties described in a T-Box and the natural lan-
guage expressions occurring in unstructured textual
documents. Fortunately, most KR systems come
equipped with a label feature associated with their
elements; these include natural language expres-
sions that are meant to “provide a human-readable
version of a resource’s name”3 and that act very of-
ten as domain specific terms.
It is an empirical issue whether linguistic and
semantic analysis of the formal description and
machine-readable representation of such labels
would support the task of associating classes and
properties of KR systems with (fragments of) tex-
tual documents. If an OBIE application detects in-
formation that corresponds to T-Box elements, this
information can be marked as their related A-Box in-
stances. Ontology Population (OP) then consists in
storing all instances of taxonomy or ontology classes
and properties we can extract from text in a knowl-
edge base.
The work described in this paper is closely re-
lated to the ”LexInfo’ (Buitelaar et al.2009), (De-
clerck and Lendvai2010) and to the “lemon” (lexi-
2See (Baader2009) for more details.
3http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/#ch label
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con model for ontologies)4 models that all work to-
wards the goal of describing and representing lex-
ical and linguistic properties of the textual content
of taxonomy and ontology labels. On this basis, we
started to analyze the textual content of labels en-
coded in XBRL taxonomies (see section 2 below)
in order to see if this type of text can be used for
supporting the task of finding corresponding infor-
mation in related textual documents, like for exam-
ple annual reports of companies. We discuss in de-
tail some examples below after having briefly intro-
duced the XBRL framework.
2 XBRL
XBRL, eXtensible Business Reporting Language5,
is an XML-based mark-up language for the ex-
change of business information, including financial
reporting. XBRL specify the semantics of business
data, its presentation, its calculation, and associated
business rules, which are called formulas. XBRL
also has its own special terminology and comes up
in the form of a taxonomy, that is used for mod-
eling various types of international standards6 and
national or regional legislations for financial report-
ing7. An XML document that contains concrete val-
ues for a number of XBRL concepts, like name of
the company, period of the reporting and concrete
values for financial items is called an instance docu-
ment8.
3 Examples of Terms in Labels and in Text
In section 3.1 four examples are given of textual
content of labels in the IFRS taxonomy encoded in
XBRL. Section 3.2 illustrates the typical content of a




6Like the International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRSs), see http://www.ifrs.org/Home.htm
7For example the so-called General Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP) of different countries, like Germany or the
United States of America. The IFRS, the German and the US
GAAPs, among others, can be browsed at http://www.abra-
search.com/ABRASearch.html
8Examples of these can be retrieved among others
at the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC,
http://xbrl.sec.gov/) or at the Belgian National Bank (BNB,
http://euro.fgov.be/.
the Deutsche Bank company, in German). In section
3.3 a short, partial segment of an explanatory note,
in German, of a financial report (the company Bayer
AG) is displayed.
It can be observed that neither the vocabulary of
financial reports, nor the grammatical realizations of
the concepts is harmonized with that used in labels.
Our goal is to automatically assign the relevant con-
cepts of the IRFS-XBRL taxonomy to (segments) of
the two types of financial reports, and to transform
(parts) of those documents onto an XBRL instance
document with high precision.
3.1 Examples from the IFRS-XBRL Taxonomy
In each example below we have the name of the con-
cepts (in italics within brackets) and both the corre-
sponding English and German labels.9
1. Reconciliation of minimum finance lease payments
payable by lessee / Überleitungsrechnung der vom
Leasingnehmer im Rahmen von Finanzierungs-
Leasingverhältnissen zu zahlenden Mindestleas-
ingzahlungen (ReconciliationOfMinimumFinance-
LeasePaymentsPayableByLesseeAbstract)
2. Reconciliation by end of reporting period /
Überleitungsrechnung am Abschlussstichtag (Rec-
onciliationByEndOfReportingPeriodAbstract)
3. End of period not later than one year / Bis zu einem
Jahr bis zur Ende der Periode (EndOfPeriodNot-
LaterThanOneYearAbstract)
4. Minimum finance lease payments payable, at
present value, end of period not later than
one year / Im Rahmen von Finanzierungs-
Leasingverhältnissen zu zahlende Mindestleas-
ingzahlungen, zum Barwert, bis zu einem Jahr bis
zum Ende der Periode (MinimumFinanceLease-
PaymentsPayableAtPresentValueEndOfPeriod-
NotLaterThanOneYear)
3.2 Example from a Financial Table
Finanzleasingverpflichtungen
275 25 46 60 144
This particular line is about the value of to be paid
finance leases for the next periods: the total amount
is 275 million euros and the periods are 1 year, 1-3
years, 3-5 years, more than 5 years.
9As an addtional information: The four concepts are in a
sub-class relation in the taxonomy: 4 > 3 > 2 > 1.
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3.3 Example from an Explanatory Note
This (partially reproduced) note is describing the
policy of the company with respect to finance leases.
“Ist der Bayer-Konzern Leasingnehmer in einem Fi-
nanzierungsleasing, wird in der Bilanz der niedrigere
Wert aus beizulegendem Zeitwert und dem Barw-
ert der Mindestleasingzahlungen zu Beginn des Leas-
ingverhältnisses ... Die Mindestleasingzahlungen setzen
sich im Wesentlichen aus Finanzierungskosten und dem
Tilgungsanteil der Restschuld zusammen. ... Ist ein
späterer Eigentumsübergang des Leasinggegenstands un-
sicher, .... Die zu zahlenden Leasingraten werden nach
der Effektivzinsmethode aufgeteilt ... . Ist der Bayer-
Konzern Leasinggeber in einem Finanzierungsleasing,
werden in Höhe des Nettoinvestitionswerts Umsatzerlöse
erfasst und eine Leasingforderung angesetzt. ....”
4 Our Approach to the Linguistic and
Semantic Enrichment of Labels
We follow a multi-layered approach, starting with
layout analysis, on the top of which linguistic and
semantic analysis are proposed.
4.1 Segmenting and Tokenizing the Terms
In a first step, we segment the terms used in the la-
bels (as listed in Section 3.1). For this one can make
use of IFRS guidelines on the terminology used in
the taxonomy, e.g. some punctuation signs explic-
itly mark term/sub-term segments (e.g. the commas
segment term (4) in Section 3.1 into three subterms).
This approach is being consolidated by checking
if the suggested sub-terms are themselves used as
full terms in the labels of other concepts. In the
given case we verify that this holds for only two
subterms, but not for zum Barwert (at present
value). From the linguistic point of view, we can ten-
tatively associate the ”consolidated” subterms with a
status similar to an ”arguments” of a functional term
(to be established still).
4.2 Linguistic Analysis of the Terms
Subsequently, lemmatisation of the words
used in the terms is performed in order to
detect and link all possible forms of e.g.
Finanzierungs-Leasingverhätnissen
(finance lease) – its current inflection is dative
plural, but the same term with other inflectional suf-
fixes can be present in other labels of the taxonomy,
or in external documents.
Next, we propose performing PoS tagging
and complex morphological analysis, includ-
ing derivation and compounding. This al-
lows for example to detect in texts related
terms such as Finanzierungskosten (oc-
curring in the example in Section 3.3) and
Finanzleasingverpflichtungen (occur-
ing in the example of Section 3.2).
A chunking and a dependency analysis are also
proposed, following the approach described in (De-
clerck and Lendvai2010), but refraining from show-
ing the linguistic annotation due to limitations of
space. Dependency analysis allows for detecting
head nouns in terms. We can then compare la-
bels sharing at least one identical head noun (its
lemma) and thereby establish lexical semantic rela-
tions across concepts , taking into account the dif-
ferent linguistic contexts in all those labels.
Lemmas of head nouns are also considered as an-
chors for starting the search of relevant segments in
textual documents. This strategy is motivated by
the fact that in the taxonomy labels mainly nominal
phrases are present.
4.3 Semantic Enrichment
Semantic annotation of subterms is recommended in
case they represent temporal information (end of re-
porting period). Semantic enrichment can further be
proposed on the basis of information that is either in-
ternal or external to the taxonomy.
An example for the internal case: as we noted in
Section 3.1 the concept listed under (4) is a sub-
class of the concept listed under (2). We observe
that none of the words used in the German label of
the subclass occurs in the label of the superclass.
But in both cases there is a subterm that can be an-
notated as a temporal expression (Bis zu einem
Jahr bis zur Ende der Periode and am
Abschlussstichtag). Between those expres-
sions one can thus assume a semantic relation (the
one containing in duration the other one, but we can
also infer a lexical semantic is-a relation between
Minimum finance lease payments and Reconcilia-
tion).
An additional semantic information we can in-
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fer from internal information is about the semantic
roles: the payments, which are a reconciliation, have
a lessee and a lessor. This information is distributed
over two classes, which are both at the (local) high-
est level in the taxonomy. This information helps to
detect in text the corresponding concepts. But differ-
ently, depending if the document basis is a table or
a free text. In the first case the semantic role lessee
has to be infered as being the author of the docu-
ment (the company providing for the annual report),
since in tables nthe name of the company is normally
not mentioned. In the second case both roles can be
found, and here the use of Named Entity recognition
tools is required.
With external enrichment we mean the use of re-
sources like WordNet or FrameNet etc. for “im-
porting” into the ontology labels additional lexical-
semantic information.
We have to note here that with this issue the “clas-
sical” annotation of the terms with the means of
XML, as proposed by (Declerck and Lendvai2010)
comes to its limit. We plan therefore to test the
lemon model10 for encoding the linguistic and se-
mantic enrichment of the labels of the taxonomy.
It will be interesting to see if the resulting network
of linguistic and semantic information, on the basis
of the analysis of the “human-readable version” of
the taxonomy is still comparable with the original
concept-based taxonomy.
5 Conclusion and future work
We described in this short paper actual work on en-
riching taxonomy and ontology labels with linguis-
tic and semantic information. With this approach
we follow two goals: Improving the effectiveness
and quality of ontology-based information extrac-
tion and possibly suggesting re-organizing the actual
model of the domain of consideration.
In the case of XBRL taxonomies we see a large
potential for getting not only a more compact but
also a more complete model of the domain under
consideration. While we are still using an XML an-
notation schema for this enrichment work, we plan
to move to the RDF model proposed by lemon in
order to support an ontological organization of the
10As a reminder, see: http://www.isocat.org/2010-
TKE/presentations/Monnet-slides.pdf
linguistic and semantic enrichment of the labels.
We are currently implementing a unification-
based approach for comparing the linguistic and se-
mantic features of the labels in KRs and of the result
of the processing of the textual documents. This al-
lows to make use of underspecification in the match-
ing of information included in both sides, while re-
quiring identity in the values of the ”lemma” fea-
tures.
We note finally that since the size of the taxonomy
is limited and that many sub-terms are repeated in
various concept labels, we can imagine a manually
supervised annotation of the labels, this in order to
ensure a high quality result of this task.
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This research compares several of the the-
matic roles of VerbNet (VN) to those of
the Linguistic InfRastructure for Interop-
erable ResourCes and Systems (LIRICS).
The purpose of this comparison is to de-
velop a standard set of thematic roles that
would be suited to a variety of natural
language processing applications. Differ-
ences between the two resources are dis-
cussed, and in some cases, VN plans to
adopt a corresponding LIRICS thematic
role. In other cases, the motivations be-
hind maintaining different thematic roles
from those found in LIRICS are addressed.
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The ideal set of thematic roles should be able
to concisely label the arguments of any relation;
however, what this set of roles should be has long
been a subject of dispute in the linguistic com-
munity. In our current endeavor to create a pos-
sible standard set of thematic roles for the Interna-
tional Standards Organization (ISO), we have un-
dertaken a systematic comparison of two semantic
resources: LIRICS1 and VerbNet (VN) (Schuler ,
2002). We take a bottom-up approach in compar-
ing roles across resources; the initial findings of
this comparison follow, and demonstrate some of
the difficulties in determining the ideal mapping
between the thematic roles of LIRICS and VN.
1.2 Overview of LIRICS
The EU-funded project LIRICS was set up as a
spin-off of ISO TC 37/SC4, with the aim of ex-
ploring the possibility of establishing sets of an-















standard 12620 as so-called data categories, for
syntactic, morphosyntactic, and semantic annota-
tion and lexical markup. In the part of the project
concerned with semantic annotation, several ap-
proaches and existing annotation schemes for se-
mantic role labeling were analyzed and compared
with respect to (1) description model; (2) granular-
ity; (3) definition of semantic roles; and (4) consis-
tency and reliability of annotation (Petukhova and
Bunt, 2008). Based on this study, it was concluded
that semantic roles should be defined:
◦ as neither syntactic nor lexical structures but
as semantic categories;
◦ by virtue of distinctive semantic properties;
◦ that are not restricted to only a few specific
verb (noun, adjective) classes;
◦ as relational notions that link participants to
an event, describing the way the participant is
involved in an event (e.g. does he act inten-
tionally; is he/it affected, changed, manipu-
lated by other participants; does it come into
existence through the event), rather than by
internal properties).
A set of 29 semantic roles2 was defined by list-
ing for each a characteristic set of entailments.
These entailments were converted into a set of or-
thogonal properties, e.g. [+/- intentionality], [+/-
independent existence], etc. (see also (Dowty,
1991) and (Sowa, 2000)). For example, the Theme
role is defined as a participant in an event or state
who (i) is essential to the event taking place but
does not have control over the way the event oc-
curs; (ii) is not structurally changed by the event;
in a state, is in a fixed position or condition
throughout the state; (iii) is causally involved or
2This set includes 11 roles which are central to any event,
e.g. Agent, Theme, Patient; 10 adjunct roles, e.g. Time, Lo-
cation, Manner; and 8 sub-roles for Time and Location, e.g.




affected by other participants; (iv) in a state is es-
sential to the state being in effect; but it is not as
central to the state as a participant in the Pivot role.
Different levels of granularity are distinguished,
where a low-level semantic role inherits all the
properties of a high-level role and has an addi-
tional feature, which reflects additional or more
specific entailments.
The LIRICS set of semantic roles was evaluated
with respect to redundancy, completeness and us-
ability for reliable, consistent annotation using a
multilingual test suite including English, Dutch,
Italian and Spanish (see (Petukhova and Bunt,
2008) and (Bunt et al., 2007)).
1.3 Overview of VN
The purpose of VN is to classify English verbs
based on semantic and syntactic regularities; it has
been used for numerous NLP tasks, most notably,
semantic role labeling ((Schuler , 2002) and (Shi
and Mihalcea, 2005)). In each verb class, the the-
matic roles are used to link syntactic alternations
to semantic predicates, which can serve as a foun-
dation for further inferencing. For this reason, VN
relies to an extent on syntactic features. Because
VN is organized into verb classes, it is desirable to
have an explicit hierarchy of roles such that users
can understand the specificity of a role for a given
class, as well as the superordinate category of that
role, which would apply to classes of verbs that
take diverse arguments. For example, the VN role
Topic is a type of Theme that is restricted to argu-
ments that express the transfer of information. The
specificity of this role helps distinguish certain
classes of verbs from others, and its compatibil-
ity with a particular verb helps determine whether
that verb belongs in a certain class. However, the-
matic roles alone do not determine class member-
ship; rather, a verb’s thematic roles are considered
along with the verb’s semantics and syntactic pat-
terning in assigning the verb class. The use of
roles that are specific to certain classes of verbs is
informative for VN users: roles that are unique to a
particular class of verbs are maximally specific in
their characterization yet amenable to hierarchical
arrangement, which allows users to assign roles at
various levels of granularity.
2 Thematic Roles in Comparison
LIRICS and VN thematic roles largely overlap;
however, the divergent goals and structures of the
resources occasionally yield different roles. At-
tempting to find the ideal mapping between the
roles of these two resources will be a first step
in establishing an optimal set of standard thematic
roles: roles that can generalize across the greatest
number of syntactic and pragmatic contexts, while
bringing the most appropriate level of specificity
when naming an event participant. The following
sections detail some of the challenges discovered
in our initial comparisons of VN and LIRICS se-
mantic roles.
2.1 VN Actor1, Actor2 vs. LIRICS Agent,
Partner
Verbs such as chat, cooperate, and speak corre-
spond to events that usually involve two volitional
participants, as in: ‘Susan chatted/cooperated with
Rachel.’ Currently, VN uses the labels Actor 1 and
Actor 2 to refer to each of these participants. In
typical usage, Actor 1 is the subject of the verb and
Actor 2 occurs in the oblique (e.g. ‘with Rachel’).
In theory, these labels capture the notion of two
volitional actors involved in a single event, where
one seems to be a true agent with pragmatic fo-
cus (Actor 1), while the other participant (Actor 2)
fulfills the same agentive qualities (animate, voli-
tional) without pragmatic focus.
While LIRICS does not have an exact mapping
to Actor 1 and Actor 2, it does have the comple-
mentary roles of Agent and Partner. In the LIR-
ICS framework, an Agent is defined as a ‘partici-
pant in an event who initiates and carries out the
event intentionally or consciously, and who ex-
ists independently of the event,’ while a Partner
is defined as a ‘participant in an event who is in-
tentionally or consciously involved in carrying out
the event, but who is not the principal agent of
the event, and who exists independently of the
event.’ Upon examining this distinction between
Agent and Partner, we decided that we preferred
the LIRICS terms for the following reasons: 1)
the labels Agent and Partner more clearly indicate
that there are differing levels of agency between
the two roles 2) using the term Actor 1 fails to il-
lustrate that the argument is essentially an agent.
2.2 VN Theme 1, Theme 2 vs. LIRICS
Theme, Pivot
Unfortunately, an adoption of Agent and Part-
ner produces a potentially confusing incongru-
ency among VN roles: parallel to Actor 1 and
Actor 2, VN has the roles Theme 1, Theme 2,
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Patient 1 and Patient 2. Theme 1 and Theme
2, for example, are used for verbs such as bor-
der, coincide, and have, which denote events that
may involve two themes: ‘Italy-Theme 1 borders
France-Theme 2.’ The relationship between the
two themes is analogous to the relationship be-
tween Agent and Partner: there is a pragmatically
focused theme (Theme 1) and a secondary theme
(Theme 2). In order to accommodate this paral-
lelism, we decided to maintain the concept behind
LIRICS Agent and Partner, but adjust the labels
to Agent and Co-Agent, Theme and Co-Theme and
Patient and Co-Patient. Perhaps more importantly,
there is the rare possibility that a sentence could
involve both a Partner to an Agent and a Partner
to a Theme or Patient leading to two ambiguous
Partner arguments; the ‘Co-’ terminology allows
them to be easily distinguished.
In certain cases, we found that the role Theme
1 could be better expressed using another LIRICS
role: Pivot, a ‘participant in a state that is charac-
terized as being in a certain position or condition
throughout the state, and that has a major or cen-
tral role or effect in that state.’ For verbs in the
Own and Require classes, using Theme 1 to refer
to the possessor or requirer seemed to obscure an
important distinction between this type of partic-
ipant and other Theme 1 arguments, wherein the
Theme 1 is primarily being located (e.g. ‘Italy’
in ‘Italy borders France’). For verbs in the Own
and Require classes, Theme 1 is not located; in-
stead it is involved in a state of ownership or need.
Thus, for the Own and Require classes, we did not
adopt Theme and Co-Theme to replace Theme 1
and Theme 2; rather, we chose to adopt the label
Pivot for participants in a state of ownership or
need, and to use Theme to refer only to the owned
or needed participants. We expect to utilize Pivot
in similar circumstances throughout the resource.
2.3 VN Topic vs. LIRICS Theme
In VN, Theme is used with a wide variety of
verbs to label a participant that is being literally
or metaphorically located, positioned, or moved;
this participant may be concrete or abstract. Topic,
on the other hand, is restricted to participants in-
volved in the transfer of information: arguments
of verbs such as advise, promise, and tell. For ex-
ample: ‘John-Agent informed me-Recipient of the
situation-Topic.’ Topic inherits all of the features
of Theme, but is constrained by additional features
such as +information content and +abstract. LIR-
ICS does not use Topic, instead Theme would be
used for these arguments. This discrepancy il-
lustrates the differing aims of the two resources:
VN uses finer-grained roles where this can help to
distinguish classes, a practice LIRICS specifically
avoids.
2.4 VN Stimulus, Experiencer vs. LIRICS
Cause, Pivot
Verbs such as see, amuse and empathize involve
one participant that is perceiving another in a cog-
nitive or sensory manner, but the event does not
necessarily involve contact or volition on the part
of either party. The participant that triggers the
event does not do so purposefully; the fact of its
existence, perceived by another participant, yields
the physical or mental reaction in that participant.
In the LIRICS framework, the trigger would be a
Cause, defined as a ‘participant in an event (that
may be animate or inanimate) that initiates the
event, but that does not act with any intention-
ality or consciousness; it exists independently of
the event,’ while the participant reacting would be
Pivot. In VN, the trigger is inconsistently labeled
either Cause or Stimulus, while the participant re-
acting is the Experiencer. After an examination of
all of the verb classes using these roles in combi-
nation (27 classes), we defined Stimulus as a par-
ticipant that unintentionally arouses a mental or
emotional response in a sentient being. In turn,
we found that the Experiencer was consistently a
participant undergoing a particular mental or emo-
tional state precipitated by the mere perception of
another participant. Thus, we found that Stimu-
lus and Experiencer emerged as a natural pairing
in verb classes involving a cognitive or emotional
event. Stimulus is thus a more constrained type of
Cause, where the causation is mediated by cog-
nitive experience: ‘The storm-Stimulus frightened
the children-Experiencer,’ vs. ‘The storm-Cause
destroyed the ship-Patient.’ Therefore, although
we find the LIRICS roles of Pivot and Cause to
be very useful and have their place within VN, we
also believe that the greater specificity of the Ex-
periencer and Stimulus roles, which helps to dis-
tinguish verb classes, should be maintained.
2.5 Discussion: Remaining open issues
As demonstrated in the comparisons presented,
decisions concerning one thematic role often im-
pact other thematic roles and thematic role pat-
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terns across the resource. For this reason, it is
important to keep multiple thematic roles in mind
when analyzing the impact of proposed changes.
Further, this paper has explored possible subset
relations among thematic roles, raising questions
about the nature and depth of hierarchical rela-
tionships among roles. For instance, the LIRICS
role Goal corresponds to VN Recipient, and the
LIRICS Final Location corresponds to VN Des-
tination (Petukhova and Bunt 2008). However,
in many semantic frameworks, Goal represents an
end location of an action that would subsume both
Recipient and Destination. In examining possible
benefits of incorporating Goal into a hierarchy of
VN roles, we confront questions about congruency
of scope (in this case, Goal versus Final Location)
between semantic roles at a given level within a
hierarchy.
Analysis of several VN roles is still underway.
As we have begun to show above, the roles Source,
Location, Destination, and Recipient are closely
related to each other, and an initial look into their
use in VN suggested that the definitions should be
clarified and additional roles considered. For ex-
ample, the Destination role was initially used for
goals that were physical locations but had been ex-
tended as new classes were added to include non-
locative goals. In addition, its use seemed to over-
lap in some cases with the role Location. Our
comparison with the LIRICS roles Location, Ini-
tial Location, Final Location, Source, Goal, and
Recipient is contributing to our construction of ex-
plicit definitions for these VN roles and our con-
sideration of new roles. The LIRICS features con-
cerning the temporality and physical locality of
these roles is helping direct our analysis. Addi-
tionally, the status of the role Proposition is in
question, as its distinction from Topic may be
purely syntactically motivated (i.e. Propositions
only occur as clausal arguments). A summary
of the role comparisons completed in the present
study appears in Table 1.
2.6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this comparison process we are re-evaluating
VN roles, allowing us an opportunity to cre-
ate a clear definition for each role and to make
changes ensuring that each role is used consis-
tently throughout VerbNet; these definitions and
changes are forthcoming. Our ongoing compar-
ison of VN and LIRICS has demonstrated that
Current VN role LIRICS role Proposed VN role
Actor 1 Agent Agent
Actor 2 Partner Co-agent
Patient 1 Patient Patient
Patient 2 Partner Co-patient
Theme 1 Pivot Theme
Theme 2 Theme Co-theme
Theme 1 Pivot Pivot
Theme 2 Theme Theme
Table 1: Summary of VerbNet role changes based
on comparison to LIRICS (note that the exact
Theme 1 and Theme 2 changes will depend upon
the verb class under consideration).
resources differing in aim and structure can still
overlap a great deal in their definitions of core the-
matic roles (e.g., Agent, Patient, Instrument, and
to a large extent, Theme). Their differing goals
can also result in some variation in their final sets
of thematic roles and the boundaries of those roles.
Although this highlights the difficulties that are in-
volved in creating an ISO standard set of thematic
roles, the process of comparison has also made ex-
plicit the motivations behind certain differences.
In some cases, the comparison led to a revision of
VN roles (e.g., adopting Pivot in place of Theme
in certain situations, and changing Actor 1 and Ac-
tor 2 to Agent and Co-agent), whereas in others
the comparison helped develop more rigorous role
definitions (e.g., for Experiencer and Stimulus).
With a clearer understanding of the resources’ mo-
tivations for the roles, we are better able to devise
a set of thematic roles that are suited to the widest
range of purposes.
Future work will perform similar comparisons
over additional resources, notably FrameNet (Fill-
more and Baker, 2010), as LIRICS already defines
links to roles in this resource. The final goal of
all comparisons will be the development of a set
of thematic roles that is suited not just to the id-
iosyncratic purposes of one resource, but rather to
a wide variety of natural language processing pur-
poses. As we have shown in these initial compar-
isons, one of the most difficult issues in develop-
ing a standard resource compatible with different
purposes is the issue of granularity, or the extent
to which thematic roles are illustrative of different
classes of verbs as opposed to generalizable across
all verbs. To overcome this difficulty, we are ad-
justing VN such that the resulting thematic role
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set will be hierarchical. A hierarchical structure
with clear mappings between higher and lower-
order classes will allow users to select the level
of granularity that is best suited to the application
they are developing, including only those thematic
roles that generalize across all classes of verbs
(e.g. Theme), or including more specific roles that
are characterized by additional features, and there-
fore only appear in certain classes of verbs (e.g.
Topic).
Research in automatic semantic role labeling,
for example, has demonstrated the importance of
the level of granularity of semantic roles. Yi,
Loper and Palmer (2007) and Loper et al. (2007)
both demonstrate that because VN labels are more
generalizable across verbs than PropBank (Palmer
et al., 2005) labels, they are easier for semantic
role labeling systems to learn. However, Merlo
and Van Der Plas (2009) found that the differing
levels of granularity of PropBank and VN were
both useful, and therefore suggest complementary
use of both resources. Our hope is that the final set
of thematic roles we decide upon, informed by our
comparisons to other resources such as LIRICS
and FrameNet, will encompass the benefits of hi-
erarchical granularity, thereby meeting the unique
needs of varying natural language processing ap-
plications.
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In Arabic, adjectives can occur as the predicat-
ing elements in sentences without verbs. Thus
in the Arabic PropBank, we annotate these
predicate adjectives similarly to verbs to pro-
vide meaningful representations for verbless
sentences. In this paper, we present our anal-
ysis of the predicate adjectives and a frame-
work for deterministically annotating their ar-
gument structure that approaches the accuracy
of human annotators, which will be helpful
in speeding up and expediting our annotation
process.
1 Introduction
Predicate argument structures have long been con-
sidered useful representations for sentences. In Ara-
bic, predicates can occur in sentences that contain a
verb phrase and a verb or in a sentence that entirely
lacks a verb. These latter type of sentences, which
we will refer to as either “zero-copula” or “equa-
tive” sentences, tend to occur in present tense situ-
ations where a copula is not needed as seen in the
following example, where the role of the predicate
is satisfied by an adjective.
(1) Hind mujtahidatun
Hind hard-working.nom
’Hind (is) a hard-worker’
Thus in PropBank, we have decided to treat these
predicate adjectives as we do verbs and annotate
them with their semantic frames. This analysis will
help us determine the arguments of all types of pred-
icates, including adjectives; describe semantic re-
lationships within certain compound noun phrases;
and simplify the issue of translating nominal sen-
tences in Arabic to languages that don’t allow for
zero-copulas.
This paper also proposes a framework for analyz-
ing and automatically annotating the argument struc-
ture of predicate adjectives in Arabic. Our process
approaches the accuracy of human annotators. This
can speed up annotation by using the deterministi-
cally annotated data as one of the two annotations in
a double-blind annotation process.
1.1 Arabic Treebank and PropBank
Arabic Treebank 3 (ATB3) is a 400K word cor-
pus of Lebanese newspaper corpora an-Nahar.
ATB3 annotates the syntactic structure of sentences
the newswire corpora, following the guidelines,
when possible, set by the Penn English Treebank
(Maamouri et. al., 2009).
Referencing the syntactic parse provided by
ATB3, Arabic PropBank annotates the semantic ar-
gument structure of predicates. The data is intended
for use as training for automatic semantic label-
ing. Arguments are tagged based on their seman-
tic relationship with the predicate - regardless of
their syntactic relationship. For example, the vase
receives the patient (Arg1) even it appears in dif-
ferent syntactic positions as in the following sen-
tences: The vase was broken and The cat broke the
vase. PropBank includes both the numbered argu-
ments (e.g. Arg0 for agents/experiencers; Arg1 for
patient/theme) and the adjuncts or modifiers (e.g.
ArgM-TMP for temporals). In addition to English
and Arabic, PropBanks also exist for Chinese (Xue
and Palmer, 2009), Hindi (Palmer et. al., 2006) and
Korean (Palmer et. al., 2009).
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2 Background on Predicate Adjectives
2.1 Linguistic Analysis
In Arabic, “adjective” is not a part-of-speech (POS)
category of its own. Traditionally, grammarians
have identified three POS categories, which are
based on the lexical items’ morphology: verbs,
nouns, and particles. The last category is a closed
set of functors (e.g. conjunctions, pronouns, etc).
Verbs are based on triconsonantal roots and follow
strict patterns consisting of specially ordered conso-
nants and vowels in their conjugations and inflec-
tions. The rest fall into the noun category.
The noun category is a rather large category that
includes nouns, proper nouns, and participles. What
we would consider adjectives in English, including
descriptors such as big or small, are amongst the
Arabic nouns, or participles, to be exact. Thus, Ara-
bic does not have adjectives per se, rather the status
of “adjective-ness” is a function of how the partici-
ples behave in their syntactic environment.
Traditional Arabic grammarians have also recog-
nized that nominal participles display syntactic be-
havior that imitates that of a verb. Adopting the
subject/predicate paradigm from the standard Greek
ideas of grammar (El-rajehy, 1979), they were
aware of the prominence of the verb in a clause. As
for equational sentences which lack an overt verb,
they studied what is most similar to a verb. Sub-
sequently in an attempt to draw a parallel between
the sentences with a verb and those without a verb,
they divided the clause into two parts: subject and
predicate. This division of equational sentences was
supported by a number of factors: i) most nomi-
nal predicates are actually derived from verbs, ii)
for cases where the predicates are not derived from
verbs, one can substitute a derived nominal to com-
plete the structure (2), iii) in cases where the predi-
cate is a PP, one can infer a predicate (3). Predicate
adjectives are in bold in the examples.
(2) ar-rajulu wa l-mar’atu sawā’ / mutasāwūna
man.nom conj woman.nom same / equal
’Man and woman (are) the same / equal’
(3) Hind fī l-manzili >mawjūdatun fī l-manzili
Hind in home >exist in home











Table 1: Defining Predicate Adjectives.
Effectively, what was recognized was that the
nominal participles can take the role of a predicate
in a equative or zero-copula sentences, and are called
predicate adjectives here. In other words, predicate
adjectives are traditionally categorized nouns and
behave syntactically like verbs.
Despite the recognition of the syntactic behavior
of these predicate adjectives, as discussed here, the
vast majority of the linguistic literature has tradi-
tionally swept the predicate adjectives into the noun
category and focused mostly on the more noun-like
participles such as descriptive adjectives (e.g. big or
small). Even contemporary linguists, such as Kre-
mers (2003), continue to analyze adjectival predi-
cates as a subtype of nouns based on morphological
analyses and this explains a lack of attention being
paid to the adjectival predicates.
2.2 Predicate Adjectives
If we were to rearrange the POS based on syntactic
functionality, we would have the nouns on one side
of the spectrum and the verbs on the other side (Ta-
ble 1), with a grey zone in the middle where these
participles would lie. Some participles would be
placed closer to the noun side and more verb-like
participles would be placed near the verbal end of
the spectrum The hard-working in the example (1)
would be closer to the verb side of the spectrum as it
is the predicating participle in the absence of a verb,
while the same participle in example (4) is closer to
the noun as it is a nominal modifier for student.
(4) Hind tālibatun mujtahidatun
Hind student.nom hard-working.nom
‘Hind is a hard-working student’
These verb-like participles do not only act as
predicates, but display another verbal quality which
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is gives the direct object accusative case as seen in
example (5).
(5) Mahfūz hāmilun jā’izata nōbil
Mahfouz reciever.nom award.acc Noble
‘Mahfouz (is) a receiver (of the) Noble Awards’
Here, the predicate adjective ‘receiver’ is not only
acting as the predicate of the clause, it is also syn-
tactically functioning as a verb by giving award ac-
cusative case.
2.3 Arabic TreeBank
Morphologically, ATB3 has classified the POS of
the adjectives based on traditional classification.
However, within the syntactic parse, ATB3 makes a
three-way distinction amongst the participles based
on their syntactic behavior. ATB3 treats the par-
ticiples as nouns if they act as a modifier in a
noun phrase, much like English adjectives. If the
participles are found in equational sentences with
zero-copula where the participle is a predicate (i.e.
case of predicate adjective), ATB3 places the pred-
icate within an adjectival phrase marked as predi-
cate, namely ADJP-PRD. Finally, if an Active or
Passive participle (see section 3 for description) is
found in a zero-copula sentence with the ability to
assign accusative case marker to its object, it takes a
verbal reading and the participle receives the tag of
ADJ.VN.
3 Classification of Predicate Adjectives
We analyzed all ADJP-PRDs as marked by ATB3
and each adjective was manually classified into
one of 7 classes. Our grouping follows ATB3’s
adjectival and participial classes mentioned in their
guidelines (Maamouri et. al., 2009) - keeping in
mind that these distinctions were not marked on the
trees themselves. Both the ATB3’s and our classifi-
cations closely adhere to traditional categorizations
of these participles (Hassan, 1974), which are based
on morpho-syntactic features unique to each class.
Relational adjectives (RA) are derived from
nouns. The resultant word references the noun from
which it was derived (e.g. ’Egypt’ misr >’Egyptian’
misriyy). We found 253 tokens and 122 types of RA
in our data.
Comparative adjectives (CA) are derived from
stative verbs and are used in comparing attributes be-
tween different items (e.g. ’be good’ hasuna >’bet-
ter/best’ ’ahsan). We found 14 tokens and 7 types of
CA in our data.
Exaggeration participles (EPA) are used to as-
cribe to an entity an exaggerated description (e.g.
’to lie’ kadaba >’liar’ kaddāb). We found 22 tokens
and 16 types of EPA in our data.
Inherent participles (IPA) are derived from sta-
tive verbs and indicate a stable inherent feature (e.g.
’to become red’ ihmarra >’red’ ’ahmar). We found
328 tokens and 101 types of IPA in our data.
Active participles (APA) describe the agent and
are derived from active (non-stative) verbs (e.g. to
teach’ darrasa >’teacher’ mudarris). We found 716
tokens and 297 types in our data.
Passive participles (PPA) describe the patient
and are derived from active (non-stative) verbs (e.g.
’to write’ kataba >’something written’ maktūb). We
found 408 tokens and 157 types in our data.
Miscellaneous Adjectives (MA) are mostly ele-
ments that the ATB3 has marked as an adjective due
to their syntactic behavior. They are a closed list
of words that have been sub-classified into 3 groups
based purely on their argument structure. We found
3 tokens and 1 type of MA in our data.
4 Deterministic Annotation
From the seven classes we have identified, we evalu-
ated the syntactic composition of each of the classes
as parsed by the gold annotation of ATB3 to deter-
mine if a set of rules can be derived for deterministic
annotation.
We determined that classes RA, CA, and IPA
would lend themselves to deterministic identifica-
tion of the annotation of the argument structure. We
also determined that MA would be a good class for
deterministic annotation; however since we had a
very small number of these, we decided to skip this
class until we have further data.
The rest of the classes, we found, do not lend
themselves to deterministic identification due to
their close identification with the verbs they are de-
rived from. This causes ambiguities because of mul-
tiple senses and syntactic variations of the lemma.
Due to the limitations of this paper we can only give
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Class if Sisters of Predicate if Sisters of ADJP-PRD
RA
If immediate next sister is NOUN, tag as ARGM-EXT
If immediate next sister is PP, tag as ARG2
Else: ARGM-XXX if function tag XXX in ATB3 exists, else ARGM-ADV If NP-SBJ is a sister to
CA
Does definite exist? ADJP-PRD, then it is ARG1
If yes: NP next to predicate is ARG3
If not: NP next to predicate is ARG2 and second NP is ARG3 Else first NP is ARG1.
Else: ARGM-XXX if function tag XXX in ATB3 exists, else ARGM-ADV
IPA
If exists NP or PP and immediately next to predicate, tag as ARG2 ARGM-XXX if function.
If exists NP or PP and no ARG2 specified yet, tag as Arg2 tag XXX in ATB3 exists,
If NP-ADV or NOUN, tag as ARGM-EXT else ARGM-ADV
Else: ARGM-XXX if function tag XXX in ATB3 exists, else ARGM-ADV
Table 2: Heuristics used for deterministic annotation of RA, CA, and IPA.
one ambiguous example, example (6) below.
(6) al-quwwāt al-muhtalla wa n-nizām
l-‘irāqiyyu [...] hiya l-mas’ūla ‘an [...] ’asrā
al-harbi fī l-’arādī l-muhtalla
det-forces det-occupy conj. det-regime
Iraqi [...] she det-responsible [...] for
captives det-war in det-lands det-occupy
’The occupying forces and the Iraqi regime,
they are responsible for prisoners of war in the
occupied lands.’
Here due to phonological processes that merge the
underlying forms into a single actualized word, the
APA (bolded) and PPA (underlined) for the predi-
cate muhtalla share the same lexical shape.
4.1 Heuristics and Results
For the classes RA, CA, and IPA, we used simple
heuristics that generalize over the entire class of ad-
jectives (see Table 2). In PropBank we limit the
scope of our annotation to the sentence in which the
predicate appears. We kept the same scope of an-
notation for predicate adjectives: we annotated the
nodes that are sisters of the predicate adjectives and
sisters to the ADJP-PRD. If there were more than
one predicate adjective connected through conjunc-
tion, each predicate adjective was annotated sep-
arately. In addition to this, the following nodes
were skipped PRN: “parentheticals”, NAC: “not a
constituent”, and PRT: “particles” often referring to
functional words (e.g. conditionals, conjunctions,
etc). We experimented with 481 sentences from
ATB. This translates into 595 instances or predicate
tokens and 230 predicate types.
For evaluation, we took the inter-annotator agree-
ment (ITA) between the deterministically tagged
data and the same data annotated by a linguist spe-
cializing in Arabic Lexicography. When we eval-
uate our data based on the evaluation method for
CoNLL’s semantic role labeling task (Carreras and
Màrquez, 2005) – exact match on labels, the agree-
ment for the annotation is 91.6% for IPA, 89.9%
for RA, and 84.6% for CA. If the function tags on
ARGM (e.g. TMP in ARGM-TMP) are ignored,
then the agreement rates is 92.5% for IPA, 93.2%
for RA and 84.6% for CA.
When manually examining the data we noticed
that all errors for the predicate adjective type CA
were the case of missing ARGMs, which accounts
for why ignoring the function tag did not help the
ITA at all. For IPA and RA, there were no obvi-
ous patterns in the mistakes our deterministic system
was making. However, we should note that in all
cases, these results are at least as good as the Prop-
Bank agreement rate between two human annotators
(Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002)1.
1The interannotator agreement results in (Kingsbury and
Palmer, 2002) are based on English PropBank data. Though
we are working on Arabic with different syntactic structures,
we still are analyzing predicating structures. That is, just as




In this paper, we have presented our work on ex-
panding predicate argument annotation in APB by
including the predicative adjectives and a determin-
istic annotation of a subset of these predicate ad-
jectives. Our aim was to develop the a method for
semi-automating annotation for quicker and more
efficient annotation. Our results show that determin-
istically annotated data approaches the accuracy of
human annotators and would be helpful in speeding
up and expediting our annotation process. Along
these lines, further work on nominal predicates in
APB will include framing and annotating other par-
ticiples, in addition to the ADJP-PRDs, such as
ADJ.VNs.
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Towards Interoperability for the Penn Discourse Treebank
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The recent proliferation of diverse types
of linguistically annotated schemes coded
in different representation formats has led
to efforts to make annotations interop-
erable, so that they can be effectively
used towards empirical NL research. We
have rendered the Penn Discourse Tree-
bank (PDTB) annotation scheme in an ab-
stract syntax following a formal general-
ized annotation scheme methodology, that
allows meaning-preserving mappings to
any other scheme. As an example, we
show the mapping of the PDTB abstract
syntax to a representation in the GrAF for-
mat.
1 Introduction
The last decade has seen a proliferation of linguis-
tically annotated corpora coding many phenomena
in support of empirical natural language research
– both computational and theoretical. Because the
annotated phenomena and annotation representa-
tions vary widely across different schemes, there
is a need for making them compatible with each
other, to ensure effective merging, comparison and
manipulation with common software.
Ensuring compatibility is even more necessary
when different types of annotations are done on
the same source text, for example the Wall Street
Journal (WSJ) corpus. Multi-level annotations on
the WSJ include part of speech tagging, syntactic
constituency, coreference, semantic role labeling,
events, and discourse relations. In many cases,
empirical natural language research using the WSJ
would benefit immensely from using information
from multiple layers of annotation, but in order to
allow for this, it is imperative to ensure the effi-
cient interoperability of the annotations.
In Bunt (2010), an annotation scheme de-
sign methodology is proposed, providing a for-
mal specification of a representation format as a
rendering of conceptual structures defined by an
abstract syntax. It ensures that every represen-
tation format is convertible through a meaning-
preserving mapping to any other representation
format. In Ide and Bunt (2010), Bunt’s design
methodology is further generalized, and a map-
ping strategy is defined to convert from an ab-
stract syntax to a representation in GrAF format
(Ide and Suderman, 2007). To illustrate the pro-
cess, Ide and Bunt generate an abstract syntax and
apply the mapping strategy to annotation schemes
for ISO-TimeML (ISO, 2009), PropBank (Palmer
et al., 2005), and FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998).
In this paper, we present an application of this
methodology to the annotation scheme of the Penn
Discourse Treebank (PDTB) (Prasad et al., 2008),
which contains annotations of discourse relations
on the WSJ. Our goal is to allow for effective
combination of PDTB with GrAF renderings of
PropBank and other annotations that have been
done on all or parts of the WSJ, including Penn
Treebank (PTB) syntactic annotations. In addi-
tion, we hope that this work will feed the devel-
opment of a standard for annotating discourse re-
lations in ISO project 24617-5 (Semantic Annota-
tion Framework, Part 5: Discourse Relations).
2 The PDTB: Brief Overview
The PDTB (Prasad et al., 2008) provides annota-
tions of discourse relations, along with their argu-
ments, senses and attributions, on the entire PTB-
II portion of the WSJ corpus, consisting of approx-
imately 1 million words.1 Some PDTB annota-
tions are illustrated in Exs.(1-5). Discourse rela-
tions, such as causal, contrastive, and temporal re-
lations, are triggered by explicit words or phrases
(e.g., the underlined expressions in Exs. (1) and
1http://www.seas.upenn.edu/˜pdtb. The corpus is dis-
tributed via LDC (http://www.ldc.upenn.edu).
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(3), or by adjacency. Explicit realizations can oc-
cur via grammatically defined connectives (Ex. 1),
or with other grammatically non-conjunctive ex-
pressions called Alternative lexicalizations (Al-
tLex) (Ex. 3). The two arguments of a discourse
relation are abstract objects (AO) in discourse,
such as events, states, and propositions, and are
labelled Arg1 (shown in italics) and Arg2 (shown
in bold). Between two adjacent sentences not re-
lated by an explicit connective or AltLex, an im-
plicit discourse relation can be inferred, when the
annotator has to insert a connective to express the
inferred relation (e.g., the implicit connective be-
cause inserted in Ex. 2). It is also possible for adja-
cent sentences to not be related by a discourse rela-
tion, in particular when the sentences are linked by
an entity-based coherence relation (EntRel, shown
in Ex. 4), or are not related at all via adjacency
(NoRel, shown in Ex. 5). For each discourse rela-
tion, a sense (shown in parentheses at the end of
examples), drawn from a hierarchical sense classi-
fication scheme, is provided for the relation. The
attribution (to an agent of the AO assertion, belief,
fact, or eventuality) of each discourse relation and
each of its two arguments is also annotated, along
with the attribution text when it is explicit (e.g.,
the attribution over Arg1 in Ex. 3).
1. Big buyers like P&G say there are other spots on the
globe, and in India, where the seed could be grown. . . .
But no one as made a serious effort to transplant the
crop. (Comparison:Concession:Contra-expectation)
2. Some have raised their cash positions to record lev-
els. Implicit=because High cash positions help
buffer a fund when the market falls. (Contin-
gency:Cause:Reason)
3. But a strong level of investor withdrawal is much
more unlikely this time around, fund managers said .
A major reason is that investors already have
sharply scaled back their purchases of stock funds
since Black Monday. (Contingency:Cause:Reason)
4. Pierre Vinken, . . ., will join the board as a nonexecutive
director Nov. 29. EntRel Mr. Vinken is chairman of
Elsevier N.V., the Dutch publishing group.
5. Jacobs is an international engineering and construc-
tion concern. NoRel Total capital investment at the
site could be as much as $400 million, . . ..
PDTB annotations are stand-off, in that files
containing the annotations are physically separate
from the source text files. The PDTB annotation
scheme and representation are fully described in
the manual (PDTB-Group, 2008).
3 A Formalization of PDTB annotations
The current scheme for annotating a discourse re-
lation entity in the PDTB includes a list of val-
ues, vertically represented in the annotation files.
Values also represent text spans, as references to
the character offsets in the source text file, and
the PTB alignments of the text spans, as gorn ad-
dress (Gorn, 1965) references to nodes in their cor-
responding PTB constituency trees. The full set
of features and descriptions of their value assign-
ments is given in Table 6.
The vertical representation of the PDTB annota-
tions can also be converted to a simpler horizontal
format, with each line corresponding to one dis-
course relation.2 For this work, we have used the
horizontal format in which the values for each field







The design methodology outlined in Ide and
Bunt (2010) consists of a two-phase process: the
specification of (1) an abstract syntax consisting
of a conceptual inventory of the elements from
which these structures are built up, and annota-
tion construction rules, which describe the pos-
sible combinations of these elements into anno-
tation structures; and (2) specification of at least
one concrete syntax providing physical represen-
tations for these structures. This methodology has
evolved in the context of developing standardized
linguistic annotation schemes within ISO TC37
SC4, the foundation of which is the Linguistic
Annotation Framework (LAF), (Ide and Romary,
2004); ISO 24612, 2009. LAF defines an ab-
stract model for annotations consisting of a di-
rected graph decorated with feature structures that
is realized concretely in an XML serialization, the
Graph Annotation Format (GrAF), (Ide and Sud-
erman, 2007). GrAF serves as a pivot format into
which well-formed annotation schemes may be
mapped, thus guaranteeing syntactic consistency
and completeness for the purposes of comparison,
merging, and transduction to other formats.
In the context of ISO work, the abstract syn-
tax for a given annotation type is developed before
2A format conversion tool is available from the PDTB
Tools site: http://www.seas.upenn.edu/˜pdtb/PDTBAPI/
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any concrete realization is specified. However, be-
cause the PDTB annotation scheme already ex-
ists, we must “reverse engineer” the abstract syn-
tax. The PDTB scheme is a flat structure in which
the same information types are repeated multiple
times in order to associate them with different an-
notation elements. For example, values for the
same set of features are given for the connective,
and the two arguments. In the conceptual inven-
tory, a structure providing this information will be
defined once and re-used where necessary.
An abstract syntax for the PDTB annotations in-
cludes the following conceptual inventory:




• A pair of arguments ARGS = {ARG1,
ARG2};
• A finite set F of attribution features =
{Source, Type, Polarity, Determinacy} where
Source ={Writer∗, Other, Arbitrary, Inher-
ited}; Type = {Comm (assertion)∗, PAtt (be-
lief), Ftv (fact), Ctrl (action), Null}; Polarity
= {Null∗, Negative}; Determinacy = {Null∗,
Indeterminate} (starred values are defaults).
• a semantic class CLASS;
• A connective head HEAD, consisting of the
textual rendering of the head of a connective
and its semantic class;
• Implicit connective IC, consisting of the tex-
tual rendering of the head of a connective and
its semantic class;
• Attribution ATTR, consisting of a textual ren-
dering of an explicit attribution, which may
be empty;
• Supplementary text SUP, a reference to a
span or spans in the text, which may be
empty.
The annotation construction rules are the fol-
lowing:
• An entityRelationEntity is a pair 〈a1, a2〉 ∈
ARGS.
• An noRelationEntity is a pair 〈a1, a2〉 ∈
ARGS.
• An explicitRelationEntity is a triple
〈EF,arg1,arg2〉, where EF is an explicitCon-
nectiveStructure.
• An implicitRelationEntity is a triple
〈IF,arg1,arg2〉, where IF is an implicitCon-
nectiveStructure.
• An altLexRelationEntity is a triple
〈AF,arg1,arg2〉, where AF is an altLexCon-
nectiveStructure.
where arg1, arg2 are each an argumentEntity
Structure; other structures defined as follows:
• An explicitConnectiveStructure is a pair
〈AttrF, HEAD〉, where HEAD is a pair
〈TEXT, CLASS〉;
• An altLexConnectiveStructure is a pair
〈AttrF, CLASS〉;
• an implicitConnectiveStructure is a pair
〈AttrF, IC〉 or a triple 〈AttrF, IC1, IC2〉, where
IC is a pair 〈TEXT, CLASS〉;
• An argumentEntityStructure is a triple 〈a,
AttrF,SUP〉 where a ∈ ARGS.
In all of the above, AttrF = (ATTR, F) where
ATTR is a text span or empty, as defined above;
and F = {s,a,n,i} with s ∈ Source, a ∈ Type, n ∈
Polarity, i ∈ Indeterminacy.
4 Concrete syntax
Based on the abstract syntax, a concrete syntax
can be defined that provides a physical represen-
tation of a PDTB annotation. To ensure meaning-
preserving mappings, there should be a one-to-
one correspondence between the structures of the
concrete syntax and those defined by the corre-
sponding abstract syntax. Correspondingly, the
concrete syntax should be mappable to a meaning-
preserving representation in GrAF.
Figure 1 shows a concrete XML syntax for the
PDTB annotation. Note that explicit and altLex
entities, arguments, and supplemental information
are anchored in the text by direct references to po-
sitions in the primary data (WSJ raw text files) and
also by Gorn addresses that refer to node(sets) in
Penn Treebank constituency trees. Implicit rela-
tions, entity relations, and noRels are associated
with an inferenceSite, which give the character off-
set of the first character of arg2 and its sentence
number in the primary data.
This structure maps trivially to a GrAF render-
ing, given in Figure 7. The resulting graph is de-
picted in Figure 2. Note that the GrAF rendering
requires that direct references to primary data in
the XML annotation refer instead to regions de-














Figure 1: PDTB Concrete XML syntax
Figure 2: Graphic rendering of PDTB annotation
document would contain the minimal set of re-
gions used by annotations over the data. So, for
example, a GrAF rendering of the PTB syntac-
tic annotations, PropBank semantic role annota-
tions,3 and PDTB annotations over the WSJ would
refer to the same set of regions, combining several
if necessary to refer to less granular or discontigu-
ous spans. This avoids problems of alternative to-
kenizations, which in turn facilitates the combina-
tion of the different layers.
Figure 3 shows the concrete syntax realization
of an implicit discourse relation for the text :
6. A Lorillard spokeswoman said , “This is an old story.
We’re talking about years ago before anyone heard
of asbestos having any questionable properties.
Implicit=besides There is no asbestos in our products
now.” (Expansion.Conjunction/Comparison)
Figure 4 shows the concrete syntax realization
of an entity relation for the text :
7. We have no useful information on whether users are at
risk,” said James A. Talcott of Boston’s Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute. EntRel Dr. Talcott led a team
of researchers from the National Cancer Institute
and the medical schools of Harvard University and
Boston University.






















Figure 4: Concrete syntax for an entity discourse
relation
Figures 5 and 6 show their graphic renderings.
5 Discussion
The exercise of creating an abstract syntax for the
PDTB annotation scheme and rendering it in a
graphic form shows the structure of the annota-
tions clearly. The concrete syntax is much more
readable than the original format, and therefore
errors and inconsistencies may be more readily
identified. Furthermore, because it is rendered
in XML, annotations can be validated against an
XML schema (including validation that attribute
values are among a list of allowable alternatives).
The abstract syntax also suggests an overall
structure for a general-purpose standard for an-
notating discourse relations, in that it identifies a
Figure 5: Implicit relation visualization
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Figure 6: Entity relation visualization
high-level set of relations based on textual real-
ization (the set REL, as given in Section 3) that
could provide the top-level of a relation classi-
fication scheme. We envision that any general-
purpose discourse annotation scheme must allow
for annotation based on all or any of several per-
spectives on elements of the task, such as se-
mantic, interpersonal/intentional, and stylistic/tex-
tual identified in Hovy (1995). PDTB annota-
tions are classified as “informational” (semantic,
inter-propositional, ideational, pragmatic); the in-
tentional and textual perspectives lie outside the
scope of PDTB. PDTB’s attribution types and the
set of semantic classes4, combined with those of
other schemes, could provide a base for develop-
ment of a structured set of discourse annotation
classes for the ISO specification along the various
axes of perspective, and at different levels of gran-
ularity.
The work within ISO on discourse relations
so far focuses on discourse graphs and discourse
trees that describe discourse structure over an en-
tire text by linking individual relations. Annotat-
ing dependencies across relations, however, pre-
sumes an understanding of the nature of represen-
tation for high-level discourse structure, so that
the resulting theory can guide the specification
of guidelines for how to compose individual rela-
tions. Since there is currently little agreement on
such a theory, the PDTB has taken the approach
to avoid biasing the annotation towards one or the
other theory. Instead, the developers have chosen
to specify discourse relations at a low-level, i.e., a
level that is clearly defined and well understood.
This aspect of the methodology has two related
4For a complete list, see the “Penn Dis-
course Treebank 2.0. Annotation Manual”,
http://www.seas.upenn.edu/˜pdtb/PDTBAPI/pdtb-
annotation-manual.pdf
benefits. First, the corpus is usable by researchers
across different frameworks for empirical studies
on the behavior of low-level discourse relations
(for example, studies on the differences between
causal relations and contrastive relations). Sec-
ond, the underlying theory-neutrality itself will al-
low validation studies of different types of dis-
course representations (e.g., trees (Polanyi, 1987;
Mann and Thompson, 1988; Webber et al., 2003),
graphs (Wolf and Gibson, 2005), DAGs (Lee et
al., 2008)). In this sense, the PDTB uniquely pro-
vides a basis for an emergent and data-driven the-
ory of discourse structure. Consideration of this
approach, either as an alternative to full discourse
trees/graphs, or as a base level upon which to
build higher-level representations of various types,
could be valuable input for the ISO development
of a general-purpose standard.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have developed an interoperable format for the
Penn Discourse Treebank annotation scheme us-
ing the strategy for scheme design outlined in Ide
and Bunt (2010). We show a high-level XML
concrete syntactic realization of the abstract syn-
tax and the corresponding GrAF representation,
which ensures that PDTB annotations can be eas-
ily combined with other GrAF-based annotation
layers in the same source corpus. We are develop-
ing a transducer to render the current PDTB anno-
tations in the XML representation, which can be
transduced to GrAF using the ANC Tool5. This
transducer will be made freely available on the
PDTB web site.
The underlying annotation framework of the
PDTB is followed by several similar discourse an-
notation projects, in that they are based on a sim-
ilar discourse annotation framework (e.g., lexical-
ization of discourse relations, structural indepen-
dence of relations, and theory neutrality). How-
ever, among these schemes there are variations
(e.g., the inventory of sense classes, feature sets
for attribution, and relation types) dictated by the
language and/or domain of the data being anno-
tated. By abstracting out the basic elements of the
PDTB scheme and formalizing the structure of the
information in a PDTB annotation, we have identi-
fied some of the conceptual building blocks of dis-
course relation analysis that can be used to guide


















































Figure 7: GrAF rendering of PDTB example
son and combination of schemes. Our immediate
goal is to explore the potential of this work to feed
the development of an ISO standard for annotating
discourse relations.
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1. Relation Type: Encodes how the relation is realized in the text: {Explicit, Implicit, AltLex, EntRel, NoRel}
2. Conn Span: Character offsets (or set of offsets for discontinuous text) for the connective or the AltLex text span
3. Conn Head: Head of Explicit connective (provided as text)
4. Conn Gorn: PTB Gorn address (or set of addresses when text is not covered by a single node) for “Conn Span”
5. Conn Attr Src: Attribution Source features for Connective: {Wr (Writer), Ot (Other), Arb (Arbitrary)}
6. Conn Attr Type: Attribution Type features for Connective: {Comm (assertion), PAtt (belief), Ftv (Fact), Ctrl (action)}
7. Conn Attr Pol: Attribution Polarity feature for Connective: {Neg (negative polarity), Null (no negation)}
8. Conn Attr Det: Attribution Determinacy feature for Connective: {Indet (indeterminate), Null (determinate)}
9. Conn Attr Span: Character offsets (or set of offsets for discontinuous text) for text span of attribution on connective
10. Conn Attr Gorn: PTB Gorn address (or set of addresses when text is not covered by a single node) for “Conn Feat Span”
11. Conn1: First implicit connective
12. SClass1A: First sense for explicit connective or (first) implicit connective
13. SClass1B: Second sense for explicit connective or (first) implicit connective
14. Conn2: Second implicit connective
15. SClass2A: First sense for second implicit connective
16. SClass2B: Second sense for second implicit connective
17. Sup1 Span: Character offsets (or set of offsets for discontinuous text) for supplemantary text for Arg1
18. Sup1 Gorn: PTB Gorn address (or set of addresses when text is not covered by a single node) for “Sup1 Span”
19. Arg1 Span: Character offsets (or set of offsets for discontinuous text) for Arg1 text span
20. Arg1 Gorn: PTB Gorn address (or set of addresses when text is not covered by a single node) for “Arg1 Span”
21. Arg1 Attr Src: Attribution Source features for Arg1: {Wr (Writer), Ot (Other), Arb (Arbitrary), Inh (inherited)}
22. Arg1 Attr Type: Attribution Type features for Arg1: {Comm (assertion), PAtt (belief), Ftv (Fact), Ctrl (actions), Null}
23. Arg1 Attr Pol: Attribution Polarity feature for Arg1: {Neg (negative polarity), Null (no negation)}
24. Arg1 Attr Det: Attribution Determinacy feature for Arg1: {Indet (indeterminate), Null (determinate)}
25. Arg1 Attr Span: Character offsets (or set of offsets) for text span of attribution on Arg1
26. Arg1 Attr Gorn: PTB Gorn address (or set of addresses when text is not covered by a single node) for “Arg1 Feat Span”
27. Arg2 Span: Character offsets (or set of offsets for discontinuous text) for Arg2 text span
28. Arg2 Gorn: PTB Gorn address (or set of addresses when text is not covered by a single node) for “Arg2 Span”
29. Arg2 Attr Src: Attribution Source features for Arg2: {Wr (Writer), Ot (Other), Arb (Arbitrary), Inh (inherited)}
30. Arg2 Attr Type: Attribution Type features for Arg2: {Comm (assertion), PAtt (belief), Ftv (Fact), Ctrl (actions), Null}
31. Arg2 Attr Pol: Attribution Polarity feature for Arg2: {Neg (negative polarity), Null (no negation)}
32. Arg2 Attr Det: Attribution Determinacy feature for Arg2: {Indet (indeterminate), Null (determinate)}
33. Arg2 Attr Span: Character offsets (or set of offsets) for text span of attribution on Arg2
34. Arg2 Attr Gorn: PTB Gorn address (or set of addresses when text is not covered by a single node) for “Arg2 Feat Span”
35. Sup2 Span: Character offsets (or set of offsets for discontinuous text) for supplementary text for Arg2
36. Sup2 Gorn: PTB Gorn address (or set of addresses when text is not covered by a single node) for “Sup2 Span”
Table 1: Annotation Fields for the Penn Discourse Treebank Flat (Horizontal) Format
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noindent Bonial, 40
Bunt, 10, 40
Corvey, 40
Declerck, 35
Demay, 28
Derczynski, 10
Francopoulo, 28
Gaizauskas, 10
Hawwari, 45
Hwang, 45
Ide, 50
Joshi, 50
Lendvai, 35
Mansouri, 45
Moszkowics, 1
Palmer, 40, 45
Petukhova, 10, 40
Prasad, 50
Prévot, 10
Verhagen, 1
Windisch Brown, 40
Wunner, 35
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